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ABSTRACT

Linda A. Strieter

A Public Relations Plan for the New Jersey Association of Family
and Consumer Sciences Regarding the Association Name change

and its Impact on the Profession

Anthony J. Fulginiti, APR/Fellow, PRSA
Graduate Public Relations Program

1996

The purpose of this project was to create a public relations

plan to help promote wide acceptance of the name change,

Association of Family and Consumer Sciences and a better

understanding of the profession's future in New Jersey among its

members. For non-Association members, awareness of the name

change and its ramifications are the goals.

A scientific random survey of approximately 10 percent of

Association members in November 1995 revealed an almost equal

split in opinion about the name change among those questioned.

When most of the membership understands the benefits of the

name change, the feeling will become more favorable. At that

time, promotion to audiences outside the association will be much

more effective and successful. The plan targets both internal

audiences and specialized publics, such as legislators and school

administrators.

Building a positive image and favorable feeling about the

name change will occur with careful planning, continued effort,

and influential communicators.
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Mini-Abstract

Linda A. Strieter
A Public Relations Plan for the New Jersey Association of Family

and Consumer Sciences Regarding the Association Name Change
and its Impact on the Profession

Anthony J. Fulginiti, APR/Fellow, pRSA
Graduate public Relations Program

1996

The purpose of this project was to create a public relations

plan to help promote wide acceptance of the name change,

Association of Family and Consumer Sciences and a better

understanding of the profession's future in New Jersey among its

members. A scientific random survey revealed an almost equal

split of opinion. The plan lists strategies showing benefits

that will help persuade professionals in the field to accept and

use the new name. It also targets external audiences to gain a

positive image and favorable feeling for the profession.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Assembly delegates of the American Home Economics

Association (AHEA) voted on June 21, 1994 to change the name

of the organization to the American Association of Family and

Consumer Sciences (AAFCS). This momentous step occurred during

the Association's 85th Annual Meeting, themed, Global Transi-

tions, A Profession Responding to Change, June 18 22, 1994, San

Diego, California. By a majority vote 1193 34 with three absten-

tions), the name change took immediate effect as a revision to

Article T of the Association's bylaws.

At the meeting, the Assembly also voted to change the name

of the profession to "Family and Consumer Sciences-" Participants

approved the conceptual framework and mission statement for the

profession developed at the Scottsdale Meeting, held eight months

earlier. The conceptual framework listed essential concerns and

the desired focus of the profession. According to Coby B.

Simerly, co-chairperson of the October 1993 meeting, the mission

of the profession is, "To empower individuals and families to

function interdependently and to perform the work of the family

be it in the home, community or the marketplace."'

Participants at the San Diego meeting received media kits

and other support materials to help them spread news of the name

change to internal and external publics. The Association's

communications department sent 608 news releases on the annual

'Coby B. Simerly, "Family Science Concepts for Consideration,"

The Scottsdale Meeting: Positioninq the Profession for the 21st
Century (Alexndria, VA: American Home Economics Association, 21-
24 Oct. 1993), B-82 (hereafter referred to as Scottsdale)
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meeting. Communications manager Joanne Hellebrand included 104

"media alerts" about the name change, with the news releases. By

using the heading, Experts Available for Interviews on AHEA's

Name Change, she encouraged telephone interviews and other

queries.2

Background

One of the oldest professional societies in the United

States, the American Home Economics Association was founded in

1909, as an educational and scientific organization. Its mission

purpose, then and now, is to improve the quality and standards of

individual and family life. The Association offers educational

programs, publishes research findings, disseminates information

and influences public policy.

The term home economics does not satisfy many in the pro-

fession. It stirred controversy in 1902 and now, in 1995 might

less accurately describes the field. Today, professionals are

more concerned with families and individuals functioning within

communities than the former priority, the economics of the home.

A majority of Association members surveyed prior to the

Scottsdale Meeting stated concern over negative stereotypes about

home economics that misrepresent what professionals really do.

Higher education began replacing the name, home economics in

the 1960s. Of the 306 American colleges and universities cur-

rently offering courses in the field, 178 use the tern home

2Joanne Hellebrand, interview with AAFCS comminications

manager, 16 Nov. 1994.
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eccnomics alone or with other terms. Other institutions commonly

use human, family, consumer and ecology in the school or college

title. Colleges and universities in at least 18 states use family

and consumer sciences or are adopting family and consumer sci-

ences, as their title- 3

Several states, including Florida and Wisconsin have already

adopted the name, family and consumer sciences, for their second-

ary school programs. A common name for the field of study within

the university would bring greater recognition to the field in

research and teaching.

While it would be desirable for all college and university
academic units to have the same name, the Scottsdale
participants recognized that this is not always possible.
There are often complex and political decisions played out
in state legislatures and governing boards,.

Events Leading to the Name Change

The Scottsdale Meeting on Professional Unity and Identity,

October 21-23, 1993, brought together 96 representatives of 21

home economics related national and international professional

organizations. Seventy three percent of the participants recom-

mended changing the name of the profession, home economics, to

family and consumer sciences. The attendees collaborated to dev-

elop a conceptual framework and a clearer definition of the

profession. Markeding the profession and communicating with the

public were unifying goals.

The Task Force on Professional Unity and Identity compiled a

)Hellebrand, 16 Nov. 1994.

4Hellebrand, 16 Nov. 1994.
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monograph, The Scottsdale Meeting: Positioning the Profession for

the 2Lst Century- This lengthy work includes 11 commissioned

papers which were discussed at the meeting. The writers varied

significantly on their points of view and suggested names- The

work by Beverly J. Crabtree, Ph.D, C.H.3., and Agatha Huepen-

becker, Ph.D., CHE., of the College of Family and Consumer

Sciences at Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa proposed the

chosen name.s

The Strategic Planning Conference in Dallas, Texas, March 9

12, 1989, started an 18-month effort to define the vision,

mission and goals for AHEA and the profession. Initiated by the

AHEA Board of Directors, the event assembled a coalition of home

economics organizations. The goal was to direct the future of the

profession, emphasizing unity and identity.

In Spring 1993, the Association's Task Force on Professional

Unity and Identity conducted a national survey. two thirds of the

respondents suggested that the profession should change its name

to better reflect its changing role and increasing diversity.

Events Siice the Name Change

At the San Diego meeting in June 1994, a Follow-up Task

Force for Professional Unity and Identity developed strategies to

inform members of the outcomes related to the name change. For

state meetings, the Task Force suggested resource speakers and

supplied presentation materials explaining the Scottsdale

5Beverly J. Crabtree, Ph.D.,C.H.E. and Agatha Huepenbecker,

Ph.D., C.H.E., "Family and Consumer Sciences, A Model for the

Field," Scottsdale, B45-5.
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recommendations .

Conference calls to state presidents, pasi presidents,

comuittee, council and unit chairpersons helped answer questions.

In an association-wide mailing, every member received a

"Member-Gram" and a brochure listing the Association history,

strengths of change, conceptual framework and mission. Associa-

tion staff members answered all letters and returned telephone

calls from members with questions or concerns.

The San Diego meeting included open forums, bylaws discuss-

ions and Scottsdale meeting outcomes sessions to help members

understand the rationale for the name change.

At the closing reception of the 1994 Assembly, members rein-

forced one another's resolve and their new identity. Each dele-

gate received a commemorative scroll. The document read, "'ou

Have Participated In An Historic Event, in bringing the con-

ceptual framework and the Question of name change to the

assembly." The scroll contained a statement or 'sound bite" to

concisely characterize the profession to the public. The sound

bite is "Empower Individuals, Strengthen Families, Enable

Communities. "-

Statement of the Problem

The National Association did not survey its members to learn

their feelings and concerns about the June 21, 1994 name change.

A national media plan, informational in nature, followed the

6"We're the .rmerican Association of Family and Consumer

Sciences," Act on, July/August 1994, 6.
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event. This public relations effort did not elicit a formal

reaction. Members might have expressed their feelings at the

Fall 1994 stale meetings. Because this information was not

specifically requested by the Association headquarters, it was

not collected.

Any change frightens many people. For some, a name change

means identity loss. For others, "change is necessary for

survival of the profession" and "change is critical to pro-

fessional survival." 7

In early 1993, the Task Force for professional Unity and

Identity sent a brief subjective survey to the membership as an

enclosure in Action (the Association Newspaper) and to AHEA units

(state Associations). More than 20,000 professionals in the

Association yielded only 400 responses. A May 15, 1993, cutoff

limited the usable returns to 331 for the final report.

A short cover letter asked readers to complete the survey.

The form requested the subject or specialty area and current

profession of the respondent and asked for three responses; "Give

a contemporary description ot the profession in words, phrases,

or statements, What name(s)/words would best describe the above?

and Other comments."

Because of the subjective survey style, the results varied.

Some comments negatively regarded change of name or mission. But,

a majority stated a preference for name change. Many opinions

7Task Force for Professional Unity and Identity, Scottsdale,

D-117 thereafter referred to as Task Force)-

STask Force, Survey, Scottsdale, D-102.
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remained unexpressed because no Association members were person-

ally contacted either by direct mail or telephone.

In the Summer/Fall 1993, the Task Force on Professional

Unity and Identity formed 25 focus groups known as "creative

input sessions." The questioning revealed a strong preference for

name change and showed a great concern about image and need to

market the profession. "How do we assure our profession remains

indispensable to society in the 21st century?"
9 was the particu-

lar question eliciting this response.

Need for A Plan

The Association considered clarification and terminology in

deciding the new name- The title had to accurately describe the

scope, focus and mission for the future of the profession and the

Association. During the early 1980s, the Future Development

Committee outlined issues in home economics. The Strategic Plan

initiated in 1989 led to the historic outcome at the Scottsdale

Meeting. Many Scottsdale participants felt the primary motivation

for the name change was to improve image and cohesiveness.

One unnamed survey [Task Force) respondent said it best,

We must have an active PR campaign promoting Home

Econonics as a profession for the future.. one which
successfully blends home and working life. We have to

let the public know what we really do. Whatever path we

take, we must let our goals and values be known
publicly. 10

The Scottsdale participants represented only a portion

STask Force, Focus, Scottsdale, D-123,

'OTask Force, Survey, Scottsdale, D-116.
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of the professionals in the home economics field. The published

roster listed only one New Jersey resident. With conference

attendees instrumentally involved in presentations, discussions

and voting, their understanding and acceptance of the name

change is likely to be much greater than members not present. A

broad geographic representation comprised the Task Force on

Professional Unity and Identity, but did not include any New

Jersey member.

Informal feedback indicates that professionals throughout

the country might have varying degrees of awareness of the name

change. State meetings ann votes on the name change probably

Droduced mixed reactions. Rewriting the bylaws made the new name

official on all levels.

All states need a public relations plan to improve the image

and popularize the new name at this time. Internal publics should

recognize and understand the new name and unified focus of the

profession. All other publics should be introduced to the new

name and the definition of the profession. The "official" sound

bite, Empowering Individuals, Strengthening Families and

Enabling Communities, might be used in the promotion. The plan

must start with Association professionals and educators as

targets and then move to external publics.

Delimitations

This thesis project is a public relations plan to promote

the name change and professional image for New Jersey, only. To

do this, the author first determined the reactions and effects of

the name change among a sample of the 559 New Jersey Association
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members by a regional survey.

The state is divided into three regions. The north comprises

Bergen, Passaic, Essex, Hudson, Sussex, Warren and Morris count-

ies. The central counties are Mercer, Hlnterdon, Hiddlesex,

Monmouth, Ocean, Union, and Somerset. The southerr counties are

Camden, Atlantic, Burlington, Cumberland, Cape May, Gloucester

and Salem.

The project contains a public relations plan for the New

Jersey Association. Media coverage and promotions in the plan

include all three regions. A unified and cohesive message provide

the basis for a successful campaign.

Purpose of the Study

This study developed a plan to introduce the new name of

the Association and profession to the internal audiences and then

external publics. The plan enhances the image of the profession

and position it for the 21st Century. It first targets internal

publics and then the general public. New Jersey Association

members represent about 25 percent of the interral publics. The

largest percentage internally, are family and consumer sciences

educators and professionals not affiliated with NJAFCS.

A survey co Association members showed which messages were

remembered from national public relations efforts and whether

their opinions have changed over time, Resource speakers at the

Fall 1994 regional meetings spoke on the Notional Association
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Name Change and Its Impact on You and the Need for Name Change,"

and other topics.

The author conducted in-depth interviews of several New

Jersey family and consumer sciences professionals regarding the

name change. From the data gathered and information learned, a

statewide survey (systematic random) was conducted and

contributed to the public relations plan. The survey also showed

the effectiveness of national guidelines for publicity. Targeting

a statewide audience may require techniques and promotions not

previously considered by the national Association's communication

department.

The creative input sessions during Su:Ter and Fall 1993

showed that respondents felt an overwhelming need to "market cur

profession," and to "assure our profession remains indispensable

to society in the 21st century." Additionally, the majority

suggested that "marketing and promoting are the best ways to

propel the profession into the 21st century." To unify the

profession, the number one suggestion was, "mass media/marketing/

communications plan." 2

The author assumes these responses reflect the attitude of

the general membership of the Association. The survey of state

Association members showed what priorities to consider. The

author hypothesizes that New Jersey Association members agree

with the concerns expressed in the creative input sessions.

"Southern Counties Home Economics Association Fall Meeting, 30
Nov. 1994.

'"Task Force, Focus, Scotrsdale, D-123-133.
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The public relations plan responds to members' concerns and

creates a positive image of the state Association and the

profession.

Definition of Terms

The following definitions apply for this study:

Action; The official newspaper of AASCS, published bi-monthly,

Ainerican Association of Family and Consumer Sciences (AAFCS); An

educational and scientific organization founded In 1909. Its

purpose is to improve the quality and standards of individuals

and family life through education, research, cooperative programs

and public information.

Alerican Home Economics Association (HEA) : Name of Association

prior to June 21, 199a (see AAFCS).

B'Nai Brith Wiomen (BBW: Name of Association prior to August 19,

1995 (See Jewish Women International)

Jewish Wonei International: An organization whose members support

and advocate issues affecting Jewish women (formerly BBW).

National Displaced Homemakers Network (ihe Network} ;Name of

Association prior to November 14, 1993 (See Woien Work!)

Ne iJersey Association of Family and Consurer Sciences (NJAFCS)j

A state organization providing education and professional

development in the field for New Jersey members.

New Jersey Home Economics Association [NJHEA); Name of state

Association, prior to the state fall meetings, 1994 (see NJFCS).

San Dieqo Meetinq: Annual Conference and Exhibition Of AAFCS held

June 18-22, 1994, in San Diego, California.

Scottsdale Meeting: A special workshop held October 21-23, 1993
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in Scottsdale, Arizona, where 96 representatives from 21 home

economics-related professional organizations helped develop a

conceptual framework and scope of the profession.

Strategic Planning Conference in Dallas, Texas: A special

meeting, March 9-12, 1989 initiaLed by the AiEA Board of

Directors of a coalition of home economics organizations. This

event started an 18 month effort to define the vision, mission

and goals for AiEA and the profession.

Task sorce on Professional Unity and Identity: A group of

thirteen educators and other professionals in the field who

compiled Tte Scottsdale Meeting: Positioning the Profession for

the 21s Century, chaired by LeAnn L. Nelson and Coby B. Simerly.

Women Work! The Nationl Network for Women's Eploy ent (The

Network):An organization helping women enter the job market

through education, training and support. (formerly, National

Displaced Homeworkers Network .

Women's World: The official newsletter published four times

annually by Jewish Nomen International.
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Chapter 2

Review of Related Literature

This thesis project will promote wide acceptance of the

name, Association of Family and Consumer Sciences and a better

understanding of the profession's future in New Jersey among its

members. For non-Association members, awareness of the name

change and its ramifications is the goal.

On March 10, 1995 a statewide conference for family and

consumer sciences educators and professionals in the field were

invited to a semiannual conference, "Curriculum Connections,"

The theme, Preparing for the 21st Century, focused on present and

future concerns, as well as change within the profession.

This event was co-sponsored by the New Jersey Association of

Family and Consumer Sciences and the Vocational Home Economics

Education Association of New Jersey, Affiliation in either

association was not required for participation.

The author conducted a simple one-page Survey of conference

attendees to learn feelings about the name change and relared

issues. Most of the surveys were completed by non-Association

members. The results follow;

Thirty-three (33) persons filled out the survey.
All persons are educators of some description,
All but one person were aware of the name change.
Twelve (12) were "very happy" about it.
Eleven (11) were "somewhat pleased" with it.
Six felt neutral toward the change,
One expressed displeasure in the name change, and
Three withheld a comment,
Of the 33 surveyed: Six (6) are using the new name and 25
are not. The other two did not comment-
The final question on the survey asked, "Would you be
interested in public relations and motivation training to
promote Family and Consumer Sciences in the future?" This
question evoked 25 yes's and only five people were "not
interested," Three remained uncomri.itted.
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These surveys helped formulate a more in-depth interview

which was conducted during April.

The in-depth interview consisted of 59 questions on ten

pages. Although only one percent of the membership was inter-

viewed, the author learned that varying opinions about the name

change and future of the profession exist.

Both the questions and the responses were integral in

formulating the random survey conducted statewide during

November 1995.

Before beginning this study, the author conducted a search

of related literature. This investigation included contacting the

51 other state and territorial associations. This mailing sought

to learn about plans or strategies being developed to implement

the national Association change of the name and the focus of the

profession within their respective areas.

The author received approximately a 20 percent response;

that is, nine Association presidents responded sharing their

states' activities. The respondents and the summaries of their

activities follow:

Carolyn Berry Jackson, Ed.D, is president of the California

Association of Family and Consumer Sciences. The state

Association approved the name change in March 1995. A committee

is working within the framework of the national marketing plan to

implement the name change in California.

JoAnn S. Hilliker is chairperson of public relations for the

Florida Association of Family and Consumer Sciences. Although

there is no state plan, Association members are encouraged to

"become the PF persor in the area of her/his work." A video and
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brochure on the profession were produced by Association members,

Linda G. Smock and Susan Sinclair. The target audiences for the

video, "Renew...Restore. ..Regenerate," are family and "consumer

sciences teachers; school officials and organizations; students

and parents; community members; civic and church groups; and

political leaders."1

Jeanna Jones, C.F.C.S. is president of the Indiana

Association of Family and Consumer Sciences. Although there is no

state plan, Indiana marketed two posters at the annual state

conference in April and at the national conference in June. Funds

raised this way support public announcements on the name change

throughout the state.

Sharon Frankenbery is president of the Kansas Association of

Family and Consumer Sciences. The Kansas affiliate developed a

brochure explaining the name change and mission of the

organization. A group of professionals met with state Department

of Education officials to discuss how to promote the name change.

Plans are underway to develop a logo to represent family and

consumer sciences as the name of the profession.

Romanza 0. Johnson is chairperson of the public relations

and marketing committee of the Kentucky Association of Family and

Consumer Sciences. Their committee met several times and had also

made contacts with the national Association and other state

affiliates. Committee goals are: To publicize the work of the

state association; to let the people of Kentucky know about the

""Marketing Strategies, Materials Are Making an Awareness
Difference," Action, March 1995, 3.
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name change; to enhance the role of public policy in Kentucky;

and to market the contributions of the family and consumer

sciences profession.

Cheryl Beyeler, C.F.C.S. is president of the Maine Associa

tion of Family and Consumer Sciences- This association met with

the Maine Home Economics Teachers Association members to enlist

their support and help in joint efforts. In addition, the Asso-

ciation's five district chairs were sent d format for a radio PSA

that will "help enhance public awareness and the effectiveness of

the Association." They were each asked to develop two PSAs so

that, along with the Associat-on's PR chair, Nancy Smith, a total

of 12 announcements would be heard continuously throughout the

state for a year.

Joan n. Bradfield, C.F.C.S. is the marketing and public

relations chairperson of the Maryland Association of Family and

Consumer Sciences. The name change took place at the May 1995

annual meeting. No public relations clan has been discussed.

Jane Homer is president of the New Hampshire Association of

Family and Consumer Sciences, Plans include printing and

distributing brochures.

Joanna Kister, Ph.D. is assistant director of the Ohio

Department of Education, Family and Consumer Sciences. Ohio

Association meibers are working cooperatively with Pennsylvania

and West Virginia to "market the nam.e." They developed a video to

coimnunicate the name change and to promote careers in family and

consumer sciences,

In May 1995 Rochelle Sharp of the Wall Street Journal

contacted Ms. Kister to arrange an in-depth interview in response
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to the video. The meeting was not held, but Ms, Kister faxed

information that provided awareness to this important media

source..

"Name change: Home economics to family and consumer sciences
signifies the shift from preparation for homemaking to a
focus on family-- prepare ion for the work of the family.
The work of the family has two dimensions nurturing
relationships and the growth and development of family
members and managing resources. These are skills that are
critical to success at work as well." 11

Other Events and Related Materials

The New Jersey Association of Family and Consumer Sciences'

Theme for the spring meeting held May 6, 1995 was Marketing

Yourself and Your Profession. Lisa Crane, president, Crane

Advertising and Marketing, 23 Chestnut Street, Princeton,

expanded on "four basic business day rules:

1. Look good and you feel good.
2. Know your stuff.
3. Be fair, honest, organized, and on time -

try to ne pleasant!
Oh, yeah, and

4. Learn from the best.

Get out there and make yourself be known - for whatever it
is you do best!" 15

Other workshop topics were "Marketing yourself

and "What can the NJAFCS do for me?" Soon after the

in the 90s"

state

meeting, a promotional brochure became available to Association

members. According to NJAFCS marketing chairperson,

Marsden, "The purpose of the brochure is to provide

Ann Michelle

information

4K ister, J., Facsimile sent to Rochelle Sharpe, Wall Street
Journal, June 2, 1995.

5Crane, Lisa (Author and speaker). C May 6, 1995).
Your Own PR (Workshop Session). Bridgeport, NJ, NJAFCS Spring
Meeting.

Create
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about the profession to a broad audience."'1 (See appendix)

The Annual Meeting of the national Association held June 24-

29, 1995 in New Orleans, Louisiana, incorporated the theme,

"Invest In Youth: Build the Future." With this main focus, many

sessions centered on the future of the profession.

One session, Marketing A New Arame, was presented by Charles

W. Brodhead of the Communications Support Group, Inc., 222 South

Albany Street, Ithaca, \Y.

Mr. Brodhead's interactive presentation brought out reasons

for changing a name. He spoke on the importance of image and the

power of word-of-mouth in getting across a message.

He advised participants that "any good marketing program has

three characteristics: must be consistent, must follow a plan and

must he systematic and flexible, and must be comprehensive. "I

In his presentation, Mr, Brodhead explained the "5 Ps" of

marketing and how promotional messages must show the benefits to

the audience to be effective. He added that internal promotion

within an association and within the profession should be on

going before attempting to persuade external audiences.

The Other Four Associations Within the Profession

As of October 1995, the "National Council of Administrators

c Home Economics officially became the Council of Administrators

'6Ann Michelle Marsden, interview with chairperson of marketing
for NJAFCS, 14 May 1995.

?Brrdhnead, Charles W., (Author and Speaker). Marketing a New
Name (Workshop Session). New Orleans, LA., AAiCS Annual Meeting,
(June 27, 1995).
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of Family and Consumer Sciences. The American Vocational Associa-

tion - Home Economics Division changed the name to American

Vocational Association Family and Consumer Sciences Division.

The National Association for Extension Home Economists met for

the national meeting October 16-19, 1995. The name officially

changed to the National Extension Association for Family and

Consumer Sciences. The Association of Administrators of Home

Economics voted on their name change in NoveAber, 1995."it

Related Resource and Supply Corporations

Sax Home Economics' 1995 catalogue placed the title "Family

and Consumer Science" over the (former) title. It is not a total

change but rather an attempt to use both names.

Sax president, Dick Nagel seems to understand the situa

tion within the profession. He states in the catalogue, "Wnat a

challenge the 21st Century brings as you reinvent the traditional

Home Economics curriculum. Family and Consumer Science now

includes preparation for the responsibilities and opportunities

facing our youth in multifaceted, fast-paced adult realities.

We intend to grow with you; staying at the forefront of your

emerging needs as new disciplines evolve."13

Cambridge Home Eccnomics' 1995 catalogue subtly used the

term "FaRmily and Consumer Sciences" on the cover only. This

company appears to be almost unaware of the professional name

'"Pirch, Ruth, NAEHE Name Change. Communique, 1994, Winter, p.
12.

"Nagel, Dick, Sax Family and Consumer Science (Home Economics)
Catalogue, (Letter to Readers,) 1995, inside front cover.
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change. The address section notes, "Please route to Home Eco-

nomics Department, Media Center or Library."

By exploring the related information in the field of family

and consumer sciences, the author discovered several inconsist-

encies in the name change promotion on state and national levels.

Comparisons of Non-Related Association Name Changes

B'Nai B'rith Women (BBW), a Jewish women's organization

officially became "Jewish Women international" on August 18,

1995, the 98th birthday of the association. The new name better

reflects the activities and goals of the groups

In October 1993 B5W president, Joan Kort encouraged the

Executive Board members to consider a name change. Tn many

communities, there was a "blurring" of BBW's identity.

"We will always be proud of our ties with B'Nai B'rith and
of our joint history. We are forging into the future with
energy and creativity, and new ways of enriching the lives
of women, families and the Jewish community. Our name must
reflect that we are a vital voice for the Jewish women of
North America today and for many tomorrows."20

Women's World, their newsletter, is published four times a

year. Starting with the Summer 1993 edition, the BBW Planning

Committee published front page articles on the name change and

included a special toll-free telephone number for members to ask

questions and make suggestions with new name ideas.

The p-blic relations was well planned and carried out among

the more than 4,000 members of the Jewish Women International.

Acceptance of the new name became widespread, because the

2C"Delegates to '94 Biennial Face Historic Vote," Women's
World, 1994. Vol. LXXXIV, 1.
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membership was encouraged to participate and be involved in the

decision making. There was a unified "ownership" of the new name.

This association had some oommonalities with AAFCS such as

similar years in existence, need to change with focus on the

future and involving the membership in the name change selection.

Some differences exist. AAFCS is professionally based while

the JWI is religiously affiliated. Jewish Women International has

a brother organization that supports the women's group. AAFCS, on

the other hand is related to other associations but is the

premier affiliation for professionals in family and consumer

sciences.

National Displaced Homemakers Network changed its name to

Women Work! The National Network for Women's Employment. The new

name was chosen and voted on by the Board of Directors' Long

Range Planning Committee. The Network's new name and mission

statement were officially "unveiled" at the national conference

November 14 - 16, 1993 in Washington, D.C.

Women Work' The National Network for Women's Employment is a

membership organization which helps women from diverse back-

grounds achieve economic self-sufficiency through education, job

training, and employment. The Network supports mid-life and older

displaced homemakers and other women entering, re-entering,

and/or training for the work force.

The Network is a stong and growing force of more than 1,200

programs serving 400,000 women each year. It acts as a communica-

tion link to programs, agencies and educational institutions and

often affects public policies for women.

A month prior to the National Conference, president Gilda
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Nardone wrote a letter to all members of the Network. She

revealed the new name, mission statement and plans for the fu-

ture. She clearly explained the reasons for the name change.

For two years, during the strategic planning process,

program graduates and service providers held focus groups. Also

during this Lime, national, regional, state and community

constituents discussed their views, expectations and needs. When

the Network learned that many program graduates wanted to stay

connected, they realized the term "displaced homemaker" had a

negative connotation for many women. The new name had to consider

the varied programs serving many women with diverse needs in as

variety of transitional situations.

The new name was marketed at the conference imomediately

after its official announcement. A new logo was introduced.

Promotioral items were made available to members; e.g. painters'

hats, writing tablets, buttons, carpenter-type aprons. The

concept used was, "Women work in many different ways."

Continued promotion of the new name was presented in three

ways- A news release issued from the national office November 23,

1993 announced a new toll-free number guiding women to job

training and free financial tips. The sub-heading announced that

a "new name is being celebrated." In March 1994, each program

leader and state affiliate received public relations materials.

In the packet were included, a sample letter about the Network, a

news release, and information about what promotion had success-

fully taken place. The New York Times provided some media

coverage titled, Single Women and Poverty Strongly Linked. In

the February 19, 1994 article, a study by Women Work! revealed
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the statistics of women in the workforce. Along with the

statistical information, the benefits of the advocacy group,

Women Work! are detailed.

Women Work! voted on the name change among board members and

then made the announcement. Two years of surveying and careful

considering the needs of the membership laid the groundwork for

the new name. On the other hand, kAFCS surveyed the members

through the Task Force for Professional Unity and Identity but

only the Scottsdale participants affected the national vote on

the name change.

For AAFCS, once the new name became official then promotion

began, for the Network, at the conference when the name was

announced, promotion began with the new logo and new mission

statement. The old name was immediately down played. The

Network's public relations concept is impressive. The audience is

shown something new, worth hearing more about, rather than

something that may or may not have changed from its former state.

In releasing the news of the name change to the media, the

Network used the term "celebrate" rather than "announce." This

word conveyed a positive feeling. The national news release

detailed many Network benefits to readers.

Both associations discussed in comparison with AAFCS were

concerned with their identities the focus on the future. By

changing names, in all cases the organizations hope to attract

new membership, maintain the interest and affiliation of current

members and continue to address the goals of their missions.
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Situation Analysis

Global Objectives

According to the 1994-95 NJAFCS annual report, the

Association set six long-term goals for the years 1993 2003 and

has as its major focus for the years 1995-2003 the Investment in

Youth. NJAFCS will:

Become proactive regarding those issues and concerns
affecting families and/or the profession.

Provide expertise and leadership on issues related to the
family and home to policy makers and the public.

Improve the lives of families and individuals through
education.

Provide members with opportunities for personal and
professional growth.

Increase both college and high school student participation
in the profession and in the NJAFCS.

Promote and strengthen the members and their involvement in
the association and the profession.

Audience Segmentation

The target audience for this plan are the 517 members of the

New Jersey Association of Family and Consumer Sciences. This

audience has been clearly segmented by NJAFCS through the estab

lishment of professional divisions within the Association. These

divisions reflect the various disciplines that comprise the

family and consumer sciences profession.

Educators comprise the largest segment of the state Associa-

tion membership, 48.1 percent. In the November 1995 sample
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surveyed, 42 of the 54 members circled the professional affilia-

tion, "Educator." This random selection resulted in 77.7

percent educators. By using another probability method, the

percentage may have been closer to the actual segmentation.

This segment of Association members includes family and

consumer sciences teachers in elementary, secondary and adult

education as well as colleges and universities. Educators in the

field have been concerned about their status w'thin schools and

colleges before the name change was even considered, since many

teachers have long felt the term home economics inadequately

reflected the true scope of their profession. The national

impetus to reengineer education and the strong likelihood of the

rechanneling of federal and state funding into nonspecific block

grants further concerns these educators. They now fear a complete

loss of identity -- and possible elimination of their jobs -- as

life skills, consumer and homemaking courses are branded

unnecessary and removed from curricula. Educators are thus likely

to be apathetic or even feel unfavorably toward .he name change

of the state and national associations and the profession itself

and are instead more concerned with survival of their programs

and their very jobs. Implementation of this plan will result in

educators understanding the benefits of the name change and

accepting it as an important step in the evolution of the

profession,

Business is the second largest segment of the Association,

representing 19.9 percent of tne membership. The November 1995
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survey sample included 13 out of 54 members or 24.1 percent,

Association members in the business field have readily accepted

the change, as evidenced by the fact that the North New Jersey

Business Section of AAFCS newsletter reflected the new name and

focus within a few months after the change became official.

Members of this division of NJAFCS are affiliated as national and

state members in a unique and special way,

The job titles of these professionals may vary greatly and

the publics with which they interact are likely to be diverse.

These professionals tend to have greater visibility among the

general public and thus have access to a wider audience. Unlike

professionals in the area of family and consumer sciences

education, they are less concerned with job stability issues and

are more focused on new developments in the profession. The

author learned that business professionals are predisposed toward

the name change and generally demonstrate a favorable attitude.

Therefore, this segment does not need specific objectives and

intermediary strategies targeted for them.

The remaining professional sections of NJAFCS are Extension

(9.2%), home and Community (6.0%), Human Services (4.6%) and

various others (13.2%). The November 1995 survey included five

professionals in Extension or 9.3 percent, nine "homemakers," one

professional in research and product development and eight others

in other professions, The last few segments total 33 percent. The

total of all percentages exceeds 100 because several members

circled more than one response,
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Although more than 500 members comprise NJAFCS- there are

more than two thousand Family and Consumer Sciences professionals

in New Jersey. The NtAFUS members tend to be involved and

socially active role models. Typically, the members are

opinion leaders within their professions and their communities.

This affiliation and vested interest in the Association and

profession are the reasons the author feels the plan is vital and

timely,

Research Method

This survey's purpose was to learn the feelings and

attitudes of the members of the New Jersey Association of Family

and Consumer Sciences with regard to the Association and

professional name change.

The research sought to determine how Association members

initially heard and felt about the name change and if their

attitudes were any different since some time has passed.

The survey instrument was a 15-item questionnaire that

included three demographic questions, The first inquiry asked

for professional affiliation. Many respondents circled more than

one indicating diversity of responsibility within the profession.

The choices included; educator, government, Extension, business,

homemaker, research and product development or other. Question 14

requested the county of residence and the final question asked

the number of years as a member of -JAFCS.

This chapter provides a breakdown of the total results for
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selected questions by frequency and percentage.

Analysis of Audience Behavior

In the questionnaire, the author learned that all 54 members

surveyed are aware of the name change. The three most common

ways that the news was learned are as follows. Twenty three out

of 54 read the news in Action, the national newsletter. Twenty-

three out of 54 heard the information at their regional meetings.

Twenty-one of the 54 read the news in the state newsletter, the

Home Economist. Other respondents cited word of mouth, teachers

or professors in their schools and board and national meetings.

Several members circled more than one source. This answer showed

the effectiveness of the Association newsletters,

The second question asked for the initial reaction to the

name change. Of the 54 responses, 12 members or 22.2 percent felt

extremely favorable; 17 members or 31.5 percent felt somewhat

favorable; two members or 3.7 percent had no reaction or did not

care; 19 members or 35.2 percent felt somewhat unfavorable; and

four members or 7.4 percent expressed feelings of extreme

unfavoranleness. This survey netted an almost even split of

opinion; 53.7 percent feeling some degree toward the positive

and 42.6 percent feeling negative about the name change to some

degree. Tdeally, the entire Association should be surveyed to

learn if this ten percent of the total is truly representative of

the whole. The margin of error with 95 percent confidence in this

sample is 9.8 percent. A larger audience survey would decrease
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the margin of error and likely show greater feeling one way or

the other. The author accepts the likelihood that the error

exceeds the splits because the extrapolation of the larger

population is not that important for this study.

In cross-tabulating the results of professional area with

initial reachion, the findings break down a little differently.

Eleven educators initially felt extremely favorable, while 13 now

feel extremely favorable. Thirteen edacators initially felt

somewhat favoranle. The same nirmber currently feel that way. Two

educators initially had no reaction. Five now have no opinion or

feel less negative. In the somewha- unfavorable category, 14

educators initially felt this and two felt extremely unfavorable.

Currently, nine feel somewhat unfavorable and two still feel

extremely unfavorable.

Three Extension professionals felt extremely favorable

initially and three still feel this way. Two Extension pro

fessionals felt somewhat favorable and two still feel this way.

For those members in business, two initially felt extremely

favorable and four felt somewhat favorable. Now, three feel

extremely favorable and one said she felt somewhat favorable.

Initially, no one in this category had no reaction, but currently

one with an initial negative view moved into this position. Four

business members felt somewhat urfavorable at first and three

felt extremely unfavorable. Now, five feel somewhat unfavorable

and three still feel extremely unfavorable. This is one area

where negative feeling has grown or stayed where it was
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initially.

Of the nine "homemakers" surveyed, two initially felt

extremely favorable, one felt somewhat favorable, one had no

reaction, four felt somewhat unfavorable and one felt extremely

unfavorable. This category showed a large trend to positive

feeling. Currently, two feel extremely favorable, four feel

somewhat favorable, one still has no reaction, one feels somewhat

unfavorable and one feels extremely unfavorable.

The respondent in the area of research initially felt

somewhat favorable and currently feels the same.

In all "Other" categories including students, dietitians,

volunteers, health care, home and community, retired or inactive

the opinion of the eight members spread into three areas. Two

initially felt extremely favorable, three felt somewhat favorable

and three felt somewhat unfavorable.

At the time of the survey, this same group showed little

change. Three members now feel extremely favorable, two feel

somewhat favorable and three still feel somewhat unfavorable.

Of the respondents feeling extremely or somewhat favorably,

the greatest amount 21 out of 29 cited one of the main reasons

as, "the new name reflects a positive image." Fifteen noted that

"the term family is important to the profession." Seventeen

noted that "the term consumer is important in the profession."

Eighteen felt that "the term sciences is important in the

profession." Seventeen considered "the old name was outdated," as

being an important reaction. One respondent added that "change is
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good."

Twenty-three Out of 54 members circled responses matching

their unfavorable reactions. Twelve of these respondents feel

"the new name is too long." Twelve also note that 'the term does

not reflect everything within the profession." Eleven stated,

"the new name is confusing," Ten reacted unfavorably because,

"her school or place of work will not quickly adopt the new

name." The largest number, 16 agreed that, "the old name was

traditional and recognizable." One member said that the new name

"does not include all facets of the profession."

Question three asked if the member is using the new name in

her professional life (all respondents were women). Twenty-seven

or 50 percent are using the new name and 27 or 50 percent are not

using the new name. Five are using the new name on business

cards, five on letterhead, eight on desk or door signs, nine on

educational materials and currioulum guides, eight in correspond-

ence and other writing and on resumes, five noted other uses.

The survey next asked respondents in which professional

associations they maintained affiliation. All those surveyed are

members of NJAFCS. Four members are also in the New Jersey

Association of Extension Home Economists, Ten maintain membership

in the Vocational Home Economics Education Association of New

Jersey- Eighteen are members of the New Jersey Education

Association. Five are in the New Jersey Dietetics Association/New

Jersey Nutrition Council. Fifteen members listed other varying

related associations. The author notes that most respondents
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maintain memberships in at least two professional asSOCiations.

This further shows that NJAFCS members tend to be involved and

socially active role models.

The members were asked in question five to rank benefits

received or desired from association affiliation. Workshops and

annual meetings rated number one most frequently and was included

in all but three surveys as an important benefit. Networking

opportunities came in just under workshops in this category,

Newsletters rated in third place with all but four respondents

feeling this is an important association benefit. Timely seminars

and lectures with distinguished speakers and pertinent topics

were rated as important to all but five members. Job opportun-

ities, career fairs and professional development activities rated

lower but had some level of importance to 41 of the respondents.

Special offers, scholarship and fellowship opportunities and

research journals all fell lower on the list of benefits

important to association members.

The information learned through this question is vital to

workshop and meeting planners, also newsletter writers and edi

_ors. These are prime opportunities to get well-planned positive

messages across to Association members on the name change and

professional focus.

Question six sought to define or describe family and

consumer sciences. Members were asked to circle three or use

their own words, if more appropriate. Twenty nine feel, "it meets

the current needs of the family in the home and the workplace."
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The largest number, 45 agreed, "it covers many areas: family,

child care, nutrition, textiles, interior design, consumerism-"

Also very high, 35 feel that "life skills" describes the

profession. Twenty-two agree that "family skills" is an

appropriate definition. "Consumer issues" was agreed on by 27

members. One respondent noted that the profession "supports at-

risk kids." Another feels the profession gives greater visibility

on global level, Finally, one member stated that family and

consumer sciences "deals with issues effecting everyone."

Respondents were asked in the next question (namber seven)

to indicate their present attitude regarding the name, "family

and consumer sciences." Fifteen feel very favorable which is an

increase of three from the initial reaction. Sixteen feel some

what favorable which is one less than the initial reaction. Five

respondents still have no opinion or do not care about the new

name, In the "somewhat unfavorable" category, 14 versus 19 feel

this way now. Four members initially felt very unfavorable and

that number has remained the same.

This change in attitude over time shows that members are

adopting to the new name, using it by personal preference or by

request and in some cases feeling more favorable toward it.

The author posed questions eight and nine to learn how

members feel about the effectiveness and importance in proro-

tion of the new name. Question eight asked opinions on promotion

among family and consumer sciences professionals and question

nine asked opinions about promotion to the public at large.
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Of the 54 surveyed, 33 felt that promotion will increase

awareness of the rame change and new focus within the profession.

Sixteen felt that promotion will not increase awareness and five

had no opinion. Twenty seven felt that promotion will increase

awareness of the name change and new focus of the profession in

the public sector. For the same part of the question, 22 felt the

public would not become aware through promotion and five had no

opinion regarding the public.

The second statement, creating "an understanding of the name

change and focus of the profession," through promotion received

about a 50 percent support. Twenty-five said yes and 24 said no,

Five responded, "no opinion." In the public sector, the phrase

was stated a little differently, "create understanding of changes

within the profession that address issues in our society,"

Twenty nine responded yes to promotion to the public, 22 said no

and three had no opinion.

Among family and consumer sciences professionals, 31 members

feel that promotion will encourage acceptance of the new name

within the profession. Twelve feel that promotion will not

encourage acceptance and 11 had no opinion. When this same

question was considered in regard to the public, 23 think

promotion will work, 20 felt it will not and 11 have no opinion.

When asked if promotion of the new name will persuade use of

the new name orally and in writing within the profession, 37

agree, 12 disagree and five have no opinion.

Within the profession, the final question asked was, "Do you
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think promotion of the new name will influence professionals to

spread the word to all audiences?"' Thirty-five members feel that

this will happen; 15 feel it will not. Four have no opinion.

In the public sector, members were asked if they thought

promotion of the new name will, "influence students to consider

entering the field." Twenty-four agree that promotion will help,

21 disagree and nine have no opinion.

Finally, the survey asked if promotion of the new name will

"build a positive image of the profession," to the public.

Twenty three feel it will, 20 feel it will not and 11 have no

opinion.

Question ten asked for specific channels to help get the

message of the name change and focus of the profession out to

family and consumer sciences professionals and also to the

public.

For promotion within the profession, the medium getting

the most "votes" (38) is newsletters, In rating _he effect-

iveness for promotion of the name change within the profession

are educational special events with 30 responses, state level

special events with 26 responses, newspapers and television each

with 17 "votes." Brochures made the list for 15 members. Using

the national theme, "Invest in youth: build the future," was

chosen by 12. Radio HSAs were on the bottom with four "votes." A

few subjective comments included three members suggesting

personal promotion to help in gaining awareness and favorable

regard for the new name. One respondent suggested using school-
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run career days to promote the new name.

In promotion to the public, the medium getting the highest

"soore" is newspapers with 47, Television is a close second

with 45 members checking it as "most effective in gaining

awareness, acceptance and favorable regard to the name change."

Radio PSAs are considered effective by 29 members, brochures

netted 11 "votes," educational special events received nine

"votes," newsletters have four responses and state level special

events are considered effective for promotion by three respond-

ents. One person suggested personal promotion and another

chose school run career days as ideal for promotion to the

public,

Cross-tabulating the responses to this question with the

professional areas shows a further delineation of opinion and

interest. The largest group of educators feel that the use of

newsletters (28) will be most effective in promoting the name

change within the profession. Twenty-one feel educational special

events are the best way to promote the name to internal

audiences. Other opinions are as follow: 20 agreed that state

level special events will help promote the name to FCS

professionals, 16 checked off television, 15 chose newspapers,

ten educators suggested brochures, nine feel the national theme,

"Invest in Youth: Build the Future" is worth using, four

educators feel radio is a good internal promotion and one

participant added "Career Days," as an effective way to promote

the name change.
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The five Extension members have mixed reactions. One chose

brochures, three selected newsletters, three picked newspapers,

two designated television and two think educational special

events would be best for promotion within the profession. Four

Extension participants chose state level special events.

The greatest majority of the 13 respondents in the

business area chose newsletters as the most effective way of

gaining awareness and acceptance of the name change within the

profession. Business members voted as follows: seven agree that

educational special events are a good choice, five picked state

level special events, four chose newspapers, three, television,

two, radio, and three voted for the use of the national theme.

The nine members circled "Homemakers" as their professional

area. Seven feel that newsletters are a most effective promotion

to internal audiences. Three voted for brochures, four for

newspapers, four for television, one for radio, four for

educational special events, three for state level special events

and one agrees with the use of the national theme.

The member classified as research chose newspapers,

television and educational special events as most effective in

promotion to other FCS professionals.

Eight "Other" professionals chose the following promotional

methods for use with internal audiences. One selected brochures,

five voted for newsletters, two for newspapers, one for radio,

three for television, five for educational special events, five

for state level special events, one for use of national theme and
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one suggested career days.

In promotion of the name to external audience, that is the

general public, the opinion is more oriented to public media.

Among the surveyed educators, 41 feel newspapers are the best

means, 37 agree that television is the best medium, 25 voted for

radio, ten selected use of the national theme, five chose

brochures, four selected educational special events, three picked

state level special events and one chose career days in schools.

The five Extension members all agree that newspapers and

television were the two best media to promote the new name to the

general public. Four picked radio and one chose educational

special events.

The 13 business members also picked newspapers as the best

form of media with a vote of eight, Nine selected television, six

chose radio, five picked brochures, three, newsletters, four

chose educational special events, one state level special events

and two selected the national theme.

The nine FCS professionals that classified themselves as

homemakers unanimously feel that newspapers are the best means of

promoting the name change in the public sector. Five chose radio,

three picked brochures, seven preferred television, two suggested

state level special events and one chose using the national

theme,

The member in research chose television, brochures, and

newsletters as the best media for promoting the name change to

the general public.
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All "other" eight members (students, dieticians, etc.)

selected newspapers as the best promotional form of media for the

public. The "other" participants chose television (6), brochures

(2), radio (4), educational special events (2),using the national

theme (1) and career days in schools (1).

The author learned from the responses to question ten that

NJAFCS omembers see the two audiences, the professionals in family

and consumer sciences and the public at large as very different.

The types of promotion to each audience should be appropriate for

the level of involvement and interest.

Numbers 11 and 12 asked members subjective questions. The

first asked, "What would you be willing to do to promote the name

change? Be creativeP" The author solicited the help of a

volunteer to tally the responses.

Some generalities resulted and the outcome is as follows;

the most popular response (19) is a willingness to accept

personal responsibility for promotion through networking. These

responses include doing verbal and written professional

promotion through speaking engagements, brochures, letters and

other mailings. The members suggested that their best audiences

are within their own school systems and other work environments.

Other methods members wrote down as ideas are: signs and

banners (3), articles for newspapers (5), interviews and

announcements on radio/television (4), state and local lobbying

(3)and writing for journals (1), Three respondents are willing to

help promote, but do not have specific ideas. Six members
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expressed they would do nothing to help promote the name change.

These six all feel either somewhat or extremely unfavorable about

the name change.

Question 12 asked participanus, "What help or support do you

need to do the promotion?" With the volunteer's assistance, the

author consolidated the responses. The results follow. The major

need seems to be the requirement for national/state support for

advertising materials (25), i.e. press releases, letterhead

and logos (6), videos (1), posters, bumper stickers and

brochures (5 , sample letters and newsletter samples (5),

workshop guidelines (1), specialized mailing lists (1), pre-

packaged media campaigns(5) and speaker guidelines (1).

Members feel that support by more people, particularly non-

related support groups and institutions are needed to do the

promotion of the name change. Five respondents answered that this

is a primary need.

Additionally, five members mentioned well-presented media

campaigns in newspaper and television as the needed tools to help

in the promotion. Two participants mentioned money as an

important need and one person suggested time as a concern. Seven

respondents need no help or support to do the promotion. It

should be noted this last group expressed extremely or somewhat

unfavorable feelings regarding the name change.

The last three questions provided demographic information to

help determine some generalities. Question 13 was detailed above

in describing the job titles and areas of professional
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involvement.

Question 14 asked each member to note the county of

residence. Nine respondents live in Bergen, Sussex or Passiac

Counties, The largest group, 13 live in Warren, Morris Or Hudson

Counties. Eight live in Union, Essex or Somerset Counties, Four

members live in Mercer, Hunterdon or Middlesex Counties. Seven

live in Monmouth, Ocean or Atlantic Counties. Six of those taking

the survey live in Camden, Gloucester or Burlington Counties.

Five live in Cumberland, Salem or Cape May Counties and two

respondents do not reside in New Jersey.

The final cuestion learned that ten participants have been

affiliated with NJAFCS for up to five years. Eight in the survey

have been members for a period of six to ten years. The greatest

number, 36 have been part of NJAFCS for more than ten years.

Data Collection Method

The author used a systematic probability random sample

method to choose the sample population. This method was chosen so

that a cross section of Association members was surveyed. The

sample Consisted of 100 names, which were every fifth in the

zipcode ordered address list provided by the NJAFCS data base.

The 100 surveys were mailed November 10, 1995. Of those, 54

were returned by deadline. To make the results valid; that is

having enough respondents to reduce the margin of error, 50

returns were needed.

In writing the survey questionnaire, the author used the
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information gained at "Curriculum Connections," on March 10, 1995

and during the in-depth interviews conducted during April 1995,

The NJAFCS Board of Directors approved the survey questionnaire

before distribution to the membership. A few minor changes and

recommendations were suggested.

The surveys were mailed first class with a cover letter

explaining the purpose of the survey. Included in each was a

self-addressed envelope with postage to encourage an easy and

quick response.

Data Analysis Method

The author hand coded the completed surveys and had the

sheets statistically analyzed on the computer system at Data

Center at Rowan College of New Jersey for a breakdown of

frequencies and percentages.

The system used is a unit from the Digital 2'uipgnent

Corporation (VAX 7060-620). The software used for analysis of the

survey data is the Statistical Analysis System (Release 6O08).

Bob Wear at the Data Center used his expertise and assistance in

doing the input and gaining the needed data for this study. The

resulting information was analyzed according to the study's

purpose by frequencies, percentages and cross-tabulations-
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Goals of the Plan

The goals of the plan are to promote wide acceptance of the

new name fo0 the New Jersey Association of Family and Consumer

Sciences and the focus of the profession in New Jersey, among its

members and prepare leaders and key members of the Association to

be ambassadors of the Association and the profession to both

internal and external publics.

Objectives

By June 30, 1996, NJAFCS researchers will learn that 90

percent of the membership are aware of and understand the

ramifications of the new name of the Association and focus of the

profession.

By June 30, 1996, 75 percent of the membership will feel

favorable about the new name of the Association and focus of the

profession.

By August 31, 1996, the entire leadership of the Association

and selected key communicators within the organization will be

trained as public relations ambassadors to advocate the name

change and new focus of the profession among members and the

public at large.

By August 31, 1996, at least 20 media access opportunities

(newspaper stories, radio and television talk shows, professional

journal articles) will have been created to relate the name

change and new focus to both internal and external audiences.

By August 31, 1996, an outreach program utilizing the

leaders and key communicators trained in Objective 3 targeting

students and educators in the family and consumer sciences
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profession will be implemented.

During its spring meeting, Association members will select a

current social issue within the realm of family and consumer

sciences (such as teen pregnancy or the reemerging importance of

the family in society) as the issue that its ambassadors can use

as a springboard to discuss the name change and new focus of the

profession.

Plan Skeleton

Objectives, Strategies and Tactics

Objective 1.0

By June 30, 1996, NJAFCS researchers will learn that 90
percent of -he membership are aware of and understand the
ramifications of the new name of the Association and focus of
the profession.

1.1 Determine the extent to which members of the whole
Association are currently aware of the name change
and to what degree they currently understand the
ramifications of it.

1.1.1 Conduct preliminary surveys Association members
at state and regional meetings.

1,.,2 Conduct in-depth interviews with prominent
Association members as to their perceived
knowledge of how many Association members know
about the name change understand the reason it
was changed.

1.1.3 Hold focus panels to help find out how well the
name change has been publicized among
Association members and how well it has been
explained.

1.1.4 Develop a comprehensive questionnaire designed
to measure knowledge and acceptance of the name
change and mail it to each Association member.

1.1.5 Compile the results of the interviews, focus
panels and the survey to determine a baseline
from which the results of this campaign can be
measured.
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1.2 Determine the impact of the campaign Prior to the
Fall 1996 Association regional meetings.

1.2.1 Conduct in depth interviews with prominent
Association members as to their how effective
they perceive the campaign has been.

1.2.2 Develop a comprehensive follow-up questionnaire
designed to measure the effectiveness of the
campaign and mail it to each Association
member.

1.2.3 Hold a reception for all attendees at the state
convention to announce the results of the
survey and present plans for future promotion
of the profession in the state.

Objective 2.0

By June 30, 1996, 75 percent of the membership will feel
favorable about the new name of the Association and focus of
the profession.

2.1 Develop, reinforce and promote the personal and
professional benefits and advantages realized from
the name change.

2.1.1 Conduct focus panels of segmented audiences.

2.1.2 Hold special events on "Make a Difference Day."

2.1.3 Offer information and encourage communication
on the Internet and E-Mail.

2.1.4 Encourage individual endorsements by successful
professionals.

2.2 Create awareness of the new name and professional
focus by legislators.

2.2.1 Plan a day at the Rotunda in Trenton.

2.2.2 Attend town council, school board and county
meetings,

2.2,3 Distribute PSAs and news releases to show
advantages and benefits to the community.

Establish a toll-free telephone number.2,2.4
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Objective 3.0

By August 31, 1996, the entire leadership of the Association and
selected key communicators within the organization will be
trained as public relations ambassadors to advocate the name
change and new focus of the profession among members and the
public at large.

3.1 Prepare guidelines on persuasive speaking, writing
and communicating in a multimedia environment.

3.1.1 Motivational speakers that encourage
interaction at special meetings. Video tape
oresentation for reinforcement and other train-
ing.

3.1.2 Invite PR and marketing professionals to
demonstrate writing techniques and explain
media relations, encourage the guests to bring
books (by which he/she may profit.)

3.1.3 Use brainstorming sessions to learn the best
ways to get messages across in professional
environment, (write the guidelines.)

3.1.4 Present the guidelines clearly and address any
questions or concerns.

Objective 4.0

By August 31, 1996, at least 20 media access opportunities
(newspaper stories, radio and television talk shows,
professional journal articles) will have been created to
relate the name change and new focus to both external and
internal audiences.

4.1 Research to find out attitudes toward name change and
new focus of family and consumer sciences
professionals and general public,

4.1.1 Design anC conduct a written survey to learn
attitudes of professionals and the general
public toward name change and new focus-

4.1.2 Conduct a focus group that openly discusses the
awareness and attitudes of professionals and
the general public about the name change and
new focus.

4.1.3 Conduct telephone interviews of family and
consumer sciences professionals to find out
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thei v attitudes toward the name change and the
way that they think they are now viewed by the
general public.

4.2 Socio-political theme Invest In YoUth will be
promoted along with name change and new focus via
print media, electronic media and special events.

4.2.1 Invest in Youth 6-mile Bike-a-thon in Trenton,
New Jersey that ends at the governor of New
Jersey's office.

4.2.2 Radio public service announcements (PSA) will
be developed and aired on stations covering the
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, New York and Delaware
regions. PSAs will promote the Eike a thon,
name change and new focus as well as the NJAtCS
spokesperson.

4.2.3 Radio public and community affairs directors
will receive proposal for the NJAFCS
spokesperson to be a guest on a talk show.
Show would include promotion of the theme
Invest in Youth, the Bike-a-thon, name change
and new focus.

4.2.4 Radio public and community affairs directors
will be invited to utilize the TJAFCS
spokesperson as a resource for other programs
they may sponsor in the future.

4.2.5 Television magazine format shows such as The
Larry Kane Show and Visions will be sent letter
proposals for shows covering the theme "Invest
In Youth" Bike a thon, name change and new
focus of family and consumer sciences,

4.2.6 Television "magazine format" shows and public
affairs directors will be invited to use NJAFCS
spokesperson as a resource to be a guest
panelist and to supply information for future
shows.

4.2.7 News releases will be distributed to main
newspapers in New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Delaware, Connecticut and New York. Local
papers in New Jersey will be included also.
News releases will cover the theme Invest in
Youth Bike-a-thon, name change, new focus and
introduction of NJAFCS spokesperson.

4.2.8 All newspapers contacted will be invited to
utilize the NJAFCS spokesperson as an ongoing
resource contact for future art'cles.
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4,2.9 City magazines such as Atlantic City Magazine
will receive pitch letters for prospective
articles and interviews covering the theme
Invest in Youth Bike-a then, name change, new
focus and the NJAFCS spokesperson.

4.2.10 City magazines will be invited to utilize
NJAFCS spokesperson as an ongoing resource for
future references.

4.2.11 Articles will be sent to national and local
industry publications such as Action, NJ Facts
and Journal of Family and Consumer Sciences,
Articles will discuss the theme Invest in Youth
Bike-a-thon, name change, new focus and family
and consumer sciences top officials.

4.3 Two videos will be created to encourage positive
attitudes toward the name change and the family and
consumer sciences profession. Both videos will also
promote NJAFCS.

4.331 One video will target students. This video will
be used in the classroom by family and consumer
sciences teachers. It will also be used by
guidance counselors for career counseling and
school fairs.

4.3.2 The second video will target professionals, in
and out of the association, teachers and others
who are in frequent contact with family and
consumer sciences professionals. This video
will be included in workshops at national and
local conventions, regional meetings and speak-
ing engagements,

Objective 5.0

By August 31, 1996, an outreach program utilizing the leaders
and kev communicators trained in Objective 3 targeting
students and educators in the family and consumer sciences
profession will be implemented. This program will promote and
expand the curriculum in our education system.

5.1 Define the attitudes and awareness of grade school
and high school students concerning family and
consumer sciences.

5.1.1 Conduct several focus panels of randomly-
selected students from a. least one school per
district.

5.1.2 Survey students from those schools that offer
family and consumer sciences classes.
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5.1.3 Comoose response article to be published in
school papers, journals and newsletters.

5.1.4 Propose a discussion concerning the profile and
profession of family and consumer sciences on
the Internet and monitor the responses,

5.1.5 Interview individual students who are highly
profiled in the New Jersey school system.

5.2 Define the attitudes and awareness of educators
concerning family and consumer sciences.

5.2.1 Conduct several focus panels of randomly-
selected educators from at least one school per
districts

5.2.2 Survey educators from those schools that offer
family and consumer science classes,

5.2.3 Compose response article to be published in
school papers, journals and newsletters.

5.2.4 Propose a discussion concerning the profile and
profession of family and consumer sciences on
the Internet and monitor the responses.

5.1.5 Interview individual educators who are highly
profiled in the New Jersey school system.

5.3 Inform grade school and high school students about
the new name of the association and the focus and
scope of the profession.

5.3.1 Create an "inventory booklet" of high profile
leaders in the field of family and consumer
sciences to be distributed to high school
freshmen. Included wi-h -his list would be a
background sketch on each along with their
accomplishments. Target individuals who are
also highly profiled in the media, such as
Martha Stewart,

5.3.2 Broadcast PSAs about the name change and
special events.

5.3.3 Create a commercial campaign using the highly
profiled prcfessionals in family and consumer
sciences. Each commercial will explore a
different aspect of the profession. The highly
profiled professionals will lend an air of
credibility to the profession.

5.3.4 Publish articles in school journals, newspapers
and newsletters concerning the name change and
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the focus of the profession.

5.3.5 Publish feature stories in county and state
newspapers about the various aspects of the
profession and the highly profiled
professionals.

5.3.6 Conduct a "name change celebration" to which
media and all publics would be invited. This
would include a "burial" of the old name and
will establish new ties for the new one. The
event will receive free publicity.

5.3.7 Conduct local and statewide educational events
about family and Consumer sciences such as the
"Name Game." This game both educates students
about where to seek heli in different
situations and informs students of the many
facets of the family and consumer sciences
profession.

5.4 Inform educators about the new name of the
Association and the focus and scope of the
profession.

5.4.1 Broadcast PSAs about the name change and spe
cial events.

5.4.2 Create a commercial campaign using the highly
profiled professionals in family and consumer
sciences. Each commercial will explore a
different aspect of the profession. The highly-
profiled professionals will lend an air of
credibility to the profession.

5.4.3 Publish articles in school journals, newspapers
and newsletters concerning the name change and
the focus of the profession.

5.4.4 Publish feature stories in county and state
newspapers about the various aspects of the
profession and the highly-profiled
professionals.

5.3.6 Conduct a "name change celebration" to which
media and all publics would be invited. This
would inctude a "burial" of the old name and
will establish new ties for the new one. The
event will receive free publicity.

5.5 Orient the family and consumer sciences profession
toward youth.

5.5.1 Create family and consumer science clubs at
high schools with Their own hierarchies and
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newsletters.

5.5.2 Create a student branch of NJAFC$ with its own
hierarchy. The student branch could contribute
articles and concepts to the association
newsletter.

5-5.3 Set aside a day at the November state
convention for students. Let students, whether
belonging to the association or not, attend
lectures and workshops geared to students.
This will keep them interested and informed of
the latest concepts in family and consumer
sciences.
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Plan Objectives

Objective 1.0

By june 30, 1996, NJAFCS researchers will learn that 90

percent of the membership are aware of and understand the

ramifications of the new name of the Association and focus of the

profession.

Statement

Association members must first be aware of the name change and

have an understanding of the need and reasons for the change.

Then, as the members start to realize and experience the personal

and professional benefits of using the new name, interest will

increase and favorable feeling will follow.

Justification

There has been no measurement of the acceptance of the

Association name change among the members since it was adopted

in 1994. This questionnaire will measure how the name change has

impacted the membership so far and serve as a benchmark with

which post project questionnaire results can be compared,

Behavior

In NJAFCS, probably all members are aware of the name change,

but a smaller percentage understand the ramifications of the new

name. Dy carrying out the strategies [1.1, 1.2) and the

correlating tactics, understanding will increase and the

professional focus will be clearer to those within the field.

Technique

FOCus panels and in depth interviews will help learn the
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format and wording of Questions. Once the preliminary work is

complete, a comprehensive survey can be designed that will target

the entire association. The results of this questionnaire will

provide important and valid information for carrying out other

strategies in promoting the name change.

Benefit

Knowledge of the current impact of the name change among the

membership will guide this project in reaching the segment or

segments of our audience that need additional information about

the name change. Once members are fully informed about and

comfortable with the change, they will be more readily disposed

to promote the organization and the profession to the general

public.

Proof

if the survey yields a response of 80 percent of the

membership, it will be considered acceptable for the purposes of

this plan. Strong negative attitudes and concerns learned through

the survey should be addressed before attempting other strategies

in the name change promotion.

Objective 2.0

By June 30, 1996, 75 percent of the membership will feel

favorable about the new name of the Association and focus of the

profession.

Statement

All Association members must first be aware of the name

change and have an understanding of the need and reasons for the
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change. Then, as the members start to realize and experience the

personal and professional benefits of using the new name,

interest will increase and favorable feelings will follow.

Justification

The vole on the name change in New Jersey occurred at three

separate regional meetings in the fall 1994. A quorum of members

voted at each meeting, thus making the name change official in

the state. One unified vote of all the state's membership may

have helped to encourage a strong favorable feeling. The members

not attending (a majority) were notified of the decision but

missed the presentations and discussions of the name

change at the official meetings.

Behavior

The best messages and channels for the target audiences will

be learned through research (focus panels and in-depth

interviews.) If the members help to influence the best means of

promotion, a favorable feeling of the objective will result.

Ultimately, the members have been asked to accept a change

that was not initiated or decided from state level, but rather

voted on at the national meeting. By involving state members in

ways to conduct promotion ana providing them guidelines, they

will gain a feeling of ownership and motivation. They could

become public relations persons for the name change and the

professional image.

Technique

The national association newsletter, Action promoted the new
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nrae in November 1994, January and March 1995. The state

newsletter, Home Economist also promoted the name change in both

the fall, 1994 and spring, 1995 issues. With additional

communication through these and other mailings and electronic

media, such as E-mail, the promotion will encourage favorable

feeling. A shorter and easy-to-say sound bite will help members

to discuss the new name with greater ease. Finally, endorsements

by role models, that is successful professionals will do much to

advance good feeling for the new name and the professional image.

The membership should feel favorable about the new name of

the Association when the benefits of its use are clearly

understood. Methods used to help find out the benefits and ways

to communicate them are research, multimedia co.irunication and

individual endorsements by successful professionals.

Benefit

When a majority of members feel favorable about the new name,

promotion of the name and the profession are likely to occur.

Sometimes, members may want to use the new name but hesitate

because their professional titles have not been updated. For

example, in Extension, the official title for the professional on

county level, was "County Home Economist." The title officially

changed in October 1995 to "Family and Consimer Sciences

Educator." Once certifications and traditional professional

titles, personal use will follow suit.

Proof

A survey of the membership will find out what attitude members

have regarding the name change of the Association and profession.
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The results of using -he guidelines listed in Objective 2.0 are

that many members who initially felt unfavorable will probably

start to express more positive feelings about the name change.

Objective 3.0

By August 31, 1996, the entire leadership of the Association

and selected key communicators within the organization will be

trained as public relations ambassadors to advocate the name

change and new focus of the profession among members and the

public at large.

Statement

Several Association members expressed a willingness to do

"something" to help promote the name change and the professional

image. In the November 1995 survey several ideas were suggested

showing that members want to be involved in the promotion.

Key communicators need to come forward and express a commitment

to serving in important leadership roles.

Justification

At recent New Jersey state and regional meetings, an emphasis

on public relations and marketing the new name was apparent. The

need to promote the name change within the profession is vital

before reaching out to the general public. Accessible key

communicators and/or guidelines are major steps toward achieving

effective advocacy.

Behavior

Association members have a large vested interest in helping to

promote the profession. The future of the field depends on people
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willing to commit to its promotion and growth. Key communicators

trained in the best ways to promote favorable attitudes in the

light of change will be the best strategy in accomplishing this

objective.

Technique

The tools needed to train association members include written

and video guidelines for speaking and coanunicating in a multi-

media environment. Public relations and marketing professionals

at regional and state meetings can demonstrate effective

techniques. Brainstorming at meetings will determine the best

ways to get messages across in the professional environment.

Benefit

In an audience influenced by fellow Association members, the

message is more likely to be heard and considered. As members

come to realize the personal benefits of the changes through the

efforts of the advocates and key communicators, negative feelings

will likely decrease. Once this is achieved, promotional outreach

strategies will provide successful results.

Association members want their profession to survive and grow.

Surveyed members stated in writing or verbally that they are

willing to speak on behalf of the Association, write articles

and/cr news releases and be interviewed on radio or television as

a means of promoting the name change. By following the strategy

(3.1) which lists excellent training techniques, Objective 3-0

wi11 be successfully realized.
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Objective 4.0

By August 31, 1996, at least 20 media access opportunities

(newspaper stories, radio and television talk shows, professional

journal articles) will have been created to relate the name

change and new focus to both internal and external audiences.

Statement

Research results show that knowledge of the name change and

new focus of the profession to family and consumer sciences is

not widespread. Many "home economics" teachers, administrators

and the general public are not aware of the name change or do not

use the name change because it lacks recognition in and out of

the workplace.

Increased awareness via a high visibility promotional campaign

(special events and media) is an immediate necessity if the name

change it to be accepted and the profession is to survive.

Justification

The name change and new focus from home economics to family

and consumer sciences will not be recognized without increased

awareness and acceptance by professionals (directly and

indirectly related to the field) and the general public, A high

visibility promotional campaign which includes a socio-political

theme, special events and the media is the most expedient way to

encourage recognition and retention of these changes. A campaign

will influence professionals to spread the news of changes via

word of mouth.
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Behavior

In New Jersey, 95 percent of family and consumer sciences

professionals, 20 media channels and 20 percent of the general

public will be able to verbalize awareness of the name change and

new focus of the profession. Initially, 70 percent of family and

consumer sciences professionals, three media channels and five

percent of the general public were able to verbalize awareness of

the name change and new focus of the profession.

Technique

The NJAFCS can use the socio-political theme entitled, Invest

In Youth. Special events, electronic and print media (internal &

external) will be used to promote the theme, name change and new

focus of the profession. The purpose will be to make NJAFCS more

active politically, generating recognition and retention of the

name change and new focus of the profession.

Benefit

Utilization of a media channel will promote increased

awareness and usage of the name change among professional

(directly and indirectly related to the field) and the general

public. News of the name change and new focus of the profession

will spread via word of mouth as recognition is encouraged by a

high visibility campaign (special events and media).

Proof

Professionals (directly and indirectly related to the field)

and the general public will be surveyed to learn levels of

awareness and usage. Participants in the survey will be asked to
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exemplify awareness and retention of the name family and consumer

sciences and the new focus of the profession. How they learned

about the new changes will be recorded.

Objective 5,0

By August 31, 1996, an outreach program utilizing the leaders

and key communicators trained in Objective 3 targeting students

and educators in the family and consumer sciences profession will

be implemented.

Statement

Teachers, educators, students and professors comprise the

largest group in the family and consumer sciences profession.

Traditionally, home economics teachers taught skills needed in

the home. With the name change comes a new broader focus of the

profession. Skills now taught include: finance, the environment,

and personal, family and child care, among many other areas-

Traditional educators are updating curricula. Students are

finding family and consumer sciences to be a challenging course

of study.

Justification

Students and educators will better understand the change in

the name and professional focus as a result of following the

strategies and tactics described in the plan skeleton.

Educational special events that involve media exposure will do

much to create awareness and promote a favorable attitude about

the profession to all audiences.
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Behavior

Students and teachers alike are generally open to guest

speakers with interesting messages. Considering this, NJAFCS

spokespersons will find receptive audiences.

Information about the diversity and opportunities within the

profession will encourage students to consider entering the

field. All promotional presentations in the academic environment

will benefit the goals and mission of NJAFCS.

Technique

Through focus panels, surveys and interviewing, the attitudes

and awareness of students and educators concerning family and

consumer sciences will be learned. Well-written articles in

newspapers, newsletters and journals will help enhance and

clarify the message about the name change and professional image.

In addition, electronic mail and the Internet can do much to

spread the message-

Through a multimedia presentation, students in all levels of

education and educators will see, hear and come to understand and

accept the name change and focus and scope of the profession.

Benefit

When students understand what the profession is all about,

acceptance and a positive attitude are likely. Promotion of

the name change within the academic environment is apt to reach

the administration and related audiences thus creating positive

feeling and acceptance.

Special events that celebrate family and consumer sciences on

local, state, and national levels will further enhance the
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awareness and acceptance of the name change. Well-known

spokespersons would be the optimal way to get the message to all

audiences.

Proof

Once the current awareness and attitudes within schools are

learned, promotional campaigns should commence with special

attention to details learned through the surveying.

Key communicators advocating the name change and future growth

of the profession in our schools and at educational events will

reinforce printed promotional pieces. After a well presented and

consistent promotional campaign is completed a follow-up

questionnaire will show _he effectiveness of the efforts.
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Conclusions

The survey respondents were almost equally split on their

feelings about the name change of the Association and the

profession. A much larger sample, ideally the entire Association

should be surveyed to learn the initial and current reactions to

the name change.

The plan in this project is targeted at both internal

audiences and specialized publics, such as legislators and school

administrators. it is essential to reach and persuade audiences

within the profession prior to attempting a large scale public

campaign.

The marketing and/or public relations that has been or is

being done in other states generally is minimal and not

measurably effective. A unified approach under the guidelines of

the AAFCS would be ideal, but each state must do its part in

any promotion,

Reconmnendations

The suggestions for promotion made by the surveyed members

should be considered and implemented under the guidelines

detailed in Chapter 4.

The objectives, strategies and tactics will serve to bring

awareness of the name change and help promote the professional

image to many audiences. The large degree of unfavorable feeling

about the name change within the association membership needs to
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be addressed-

Comments and stated negative opinions of the Association

members should be considered very important. These are the

influential "marketers" that will spread the word. Through all

the strategies, the benefits of the name change should be

emphasized, even over emphasized to help turn any negativity

around. Those members who feel extremely favorable should be

called upon to be spokespersons and advocates in implementing the

plan.

After positive promotion through various channelsr members

should be surveyed once again to determine the effectiveness of

the program, Building a positive image and favorable feeling

about the name change will occur with careful planning, continued

effort, and influential communicators. The plan detailed in this

project provides the steps and guidelines needed to reach these

objectives,
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There are over 500 professionals
who belong to The New Jersey
Association or Family and Consumer
Sciences.

Over one half 4f these members
have chosen to become certified
by the American Association of
Family and Consumer Sciences.
This certification affirms their
competence in their field and
commitment to continuing
professional development

The defiinriue
souace af
knlewedge..
The eulfhoiiltlte
rsice . .cr

a dfndiafiul
Well Being in
/eul Jcrseg

To earn moTe about what we can
du for you, ycur family, and your
community ccntacl

New Jersey AssocLatlon Df Family
and Ccnsumer Sciences
Carolyn Reynolds, Executle Dlrectcr
479 Yardville-Hamllton Square Road
RobbiTsv lle, NJ 08691
609-585-9426

A Profession You Can
Rely on to ...

Empower Individuais

Strengthen Families

Enable Communities

Member Expertise
Nutrition, Health and Food

Management
Family Economulncs/Resour

Management
Apparel and Textiles

Art and Design
Family Relalions and Huma

Development
Housing and Environment

Commurniations and
Public Relations

Family and Consumer Scienq
Education

Amerlcan Association o[ Family
and Consumar Sciences

THE NEW JERSEY
ASSOCIATION OF

FAMILY
AND
CONSUMER
SCIENCES

An Affiliate of the
American Association

of Family and
Cnn inmpr Sciences

I-800-424-8030

--
-Y' · �-····�· II----
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We provide expert guidance
on issues of the 90's

Family issues such as
a nutrition and health

o teen parenting

O informed consumer choices In
housing and personal attire

U stretching and saving your
income

U rood safety

0

O

stress management

public policy

substance abuse

U domeslic vLolence

We teach the skills you,
your family, and members of

your community need:
U positive parenting

financial management
elder caregiving
healthy lifestyLe changes
nutrition
balancini work and family
incorporalhng technclogy to
improve the quality uf ife

We build the knowledge
base, self esteem and
decision making skills of
adults and youth so they are
equipped to:

o abstain from substance abuse
o strengthen and guide

interpersonal relaticnshtps
0 achieve gainful employment
O live independently
U make firancal decisions

We prepare others to
design and manage a home
environment in a safe,
aesthetically pleasing, and
efficient manner.

0

Q

0
[
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We thank you for your interest in our
answer the following.

i, What iS your curreln occupation and litli'?

project. Please take a few moments to

2 Who is a pi-omineil person in youtl field?

Da you read the "NJ Home Ectnomis"? Yes No

Do you read "AcLion"'? Yes No

What is Home ELconrnics'!

(. Are you awe;c otl' tLhe ricenIt nmn clinge ol the New Jersey Home Economics Association
lu rie New Jersey AssociaLion of' Family aun ConsLim'er Sciences?' Yes No

7. How do you feel ahoul this chtnmg'l'
very happy stmcwhut plcased netLin4l .snTmwhac displeased

8 Why do you feel Lhe way you do'!

9. Are you using Lhis new nlllile cihll;i
publicity. new leticrhead ........ c Yes

LI) yuILi advalltage? For examiple. new btasiness: cards,
No

1l. WhXy ol' why nor?

I i, What issues dt you fexl Family aniil CtnsuimIcI ci SiCnc shoLld he woriing towards. and/or
inilucincijnlg? (Please iltc iLI lilh]winmL)

geronntlogy
-__ itl pIlrgnnLcy

L,2cn vioCllncc
__ lamily violence

_ drug additLiuns
- chemical depeindalncies

divome
__ othel

I Would you he willing Lo he pari ul a lulur fOLcu grouip' Yes No

12. Would you be inLerested in public flrltionls imnd molivation'training to 'prmowte Family mld
CornsumCir Scienceis in l Lhle futuLre'? Yes No

I iAny quesions, clmmcnLs. 01l C!llciln.S'

3

4

5.

very angry
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Rowan College of New jersey

Survey of by - on

name Interviewer date

1, What is your current occupation? _ ---

2. What Is your current ilde? _ .-

3. How many years have you been in the profession?

4. What was your undergraduace raior?

5. What was your graduate degree?

6. is "home economics" still offered ar the college(s) you attended? YES NO

7. How did you frst become interested in home economics?

8. Please give a tradidonal descr]ptdon of the profession in words, phrases or statements:

__ __, -_.-

-
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page 2NJAf-S Member Survey

9, Please give a contmporary description of the profession in-words, phrases
stLaement::

or

10. What is the highesc degree you have earned? - _

11. Are you aware of the name change ac
Economics Association to the American
[i June, 1994 and that the state e
Association of Family and Consumer S

YES

12. Are you aware that the profession of "
and consumer sciences?"

YES

the national level from the American Home
Association of Family and Consumer Sciences
3rganization was renamed the New ]enry
ciences last fall?

NO

'home economics" has been renamed "famlly

NO

I I -- .- . C c--1 . . r rlt a rh n airC
1J.

14.

- a
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NJAFCS Member Survey 
page 3

-z .. - ..,-f ....... n oher.sDrofes sionals school. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r~~. k, ----- -HIIn L o TJI~'it'OF5]iI~Ssh O

15.

16. How do you feel about the name changes? Personally? Prfessionally? Why?

17. What do you like about the new name?

18. What don't you like about dle new name?

! 9 What do you prefer about the old name?

20. What don't you prefer about the old name?
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NJA '-CsMernber Survey Pae4

21. Please complete this scatemenc: "The assocladon could best promote the name change
to the publIc by...... 1I

22, How have these changes Affected your day-to-day professional life?

23. Longer term, will these changes beneri or adversely impact the profession and the
organizaion? How and why?

24. How will these changes impaci your professional life In the future?

25, Are you now using the new name For the profession all the timne:

Verbally
01 stationery __

'" O' uslnes. cards

26. If not what is holding you back from doing so?
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MJAF- 5 Member Survey page 5

27. Are you now using the new name for the organization all the tme:

Verbally_
On stationery
On business cards

23. If not, whar is holding you back from doing so?

29. What experiences have you had using the new name with people in the profession?

%-- __

30. What experiences lhave you had using dte new name with people not in the

profession?

31. Are you actively promoting the organlzational and professonal rame changes?

YES NO
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page6NJA:fCS Member Survey

32. What are you doing lo actively promote the organizational and
changes?

3i.

professionai name

is there anything holding you back from actively promoting these changes?

34. What would help you more actively promote these changes?

35. Do you fee[ you could use some guidelines on how to do that? YTES NO

36, Please complete this statement: "1 think the best thing the association could do now
is .....

37. What are the three hot, current issues on which the assoiation should take an
aggressive, active public stance? (such as teen pregnancy, the importance of family

lire)
I. -

2.

3. _ ___

, I
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page 7NjArFS Member Survey

38. What issues must be considered to help the profession survive and flourish wel Into
the next century?

39. Would you be willing to be trained to become part of a team that will promote the

new name of the organization and the profession and taik about these issues in various
forums?

YES NO

40. What are some thing we could do to promote the name change and hlghlight these
social issues?

41.

49 Hnw in-deoth do you read each Issue of Nr Homr Econorils? £

43,

44.

I·j

]

·- ·· -··

, . . m
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NJACS Member Survey

45.

46.

Do you read the ournmai f Family and Con=mer Scifnce? YES ". NO How often?

every Issue most issues some Issues a few issues not at all

How In-depth do you read each issue of ioumal of Family and Conr mer Sckn¢? .

cover-to-cover almost entirely about halfay skim through it notat al9

47. What other professional journals do you read?

48. What is your best and most regularly read/watched/ilstened to source of local, tate

and world news?

49. Please namn the New Jersey newspaper you find to be most credible.

50. Please name some ways non-associatiOn members who are in the professlon can be.
retchd-bbuct rthe recent name changes.

51. Please name some ways to attract students to consider family and consumer sdences
as a career.

* . ..,, . . . , . -' ; rI ,A Q t~~~~~~~~~~~.:: ,- :.. .

page 8
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NJAFRS Member Survey

52. Please name some ways to reach the general public to make them aware of the name

change and the direction of the profession.

53. What would most home economics teachers say about the profeson?

54. What would most school administrators say about the profession?

55. What would most middle sctool student say about the family and consumer sciencs

as a career option?

56, What would most high chool stidents say about the family and consumer scinces, .,.

a career option?

57. What would moct college swdents say about the fmtly and consumer sdencesas a

career option?

·------------�
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page 10NJAFCS Member Survey

58. Do you regularly attend national conferences sponsored by AAFCS? If yes, how do
you benefit from those events? If not/ why don't you attend? '

59. Any other commens?

·· _·_ · _·
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1112 South Main Street
Williamstown, NJ 08094
November 9, 1995

Dear NJ Association of Family and Consumer Sciences member,

I am a graduate student at Rowan College and a fellow NJAFCS member. As
your newsletter editor and a nutrition educator, I have a vested interest in the future
of our profession. Our name has changed! Association members must promote the
new name and focus of our profession as we approach the 21st century.

With this letter you will find a survey regarding the name change. The results
will comprise part of my thesis and NJAFCS will receive a copy of the completed
work. The survey's purpose is to learn your awareness and feelings about the
professional and association name change that officially occurred in New Jersey
November 30, 1994.

As an association member, I selected you at random to participate in this
scientific survey. It is vital to the survey's success that I receive 1.00 percent
participation. Please fill out the enclosed survey. You can complete it in the privacy
of your home in about 7 minutes. I will keep all survey responses confidential. Do
not write your name on the form. When you've completed the survey, simply return
it in the postage-paid envelope by November 25.

Thank you for your time and support. I appreciate your interest.

Sincerely,

Linda Strieter
(609) 629-5858
FAX (609) 262-1159

P.S. Remember, I need your completed survey by November 25 if you want me to
count your opinion. Please return it as soon as possible.
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New Jersey Association of Family and Consumer Sciences
Membership Survey

(Thesis Project of Rowan College of New Jersey)

I Before you read this questonaire, were you aware that New Jersey Home E:onomics Association
officially changed its name to New Jersey Association of Family and Consumer Sciences
November 30, 1994? (Circle one)

1-- Yes 2-- No

> I a. How did you first learn about the name change? (Circle all that apply)
1 - - Atio (newspaper published by AAFCS)
2 - - The Home Economist (NJAFCS newsletter)
3 - - Regional meeting
4 - - Word of mouth - - another FCS professional
5 - - Other (ulease specifv)

- 2. Was your reaction to the name change: (Circle One)

I - - Extremely favorable (&o to question #2a)
2 - - Somewhat favorable
3 - - No Reaction didn't care
4 - - Somewhat unfavorable ...
5 - - Extremely unfavorable _ -(Skip to quesiaon #2o)

* -> 2a. If you answered "Extremely favorable" or "Somewhat favorable" to question #2,
answer this question.

Your reacred favorably to the name change because: (Circle all that apply)
I- The new name reflects a positive image
2 The term "family' is important to the profession
3 - - The term "consumer" is important in the profession
4 - - The term "sciences" is important in the profession
5 - - The old name was outdated
6 - - Other (please specify) _

> 2b. If you answered "somewhat mfavorable' or "extremely unfavorable" to question #2,
please answer this question. (Ifnot, go to question #3.)

You reacted unfavorably to the name change because (Circle all that apply)
I - - The new name is oo log
2 - - The term does not reflect everything within the profession
3 - - The new name is confusing
4 - - School or place of work will nor quickly adopt the new name
5 - - The old name was traditional and recognizable
6 - - Other (please specify) __

l~ t
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3. Arc you using the new name in your professional life? (Circle One)

1- - Yes 2 -- No

3a. If yes, circle the number of each that applies. (If no, please go to question # 4.)
1 - - Business or calling cards
2 - - Letterhead
3 - - Desk/door signs
4 - - Other (please specify)

4. With which professional associations do you maintain your affiliation7 (Circle all trha appiy)
1 - - New Jersey Association of Family and Consumer Sciences
2 - - New Jersey Association of Extension Home Eeonomists
3 - - Vocational Home Economics Education Association of New Jersey
4 - - New Jersey Education Association
5 - - Other (please specify)

5. Please rank the following benefits you receive or would like to receive from your association
affiliations? (Place the fi, next to the most imporflcr, then #2 a the next most important. etc. Write in
any benefi not listed if you wish and rak it.)

Newsletters
_ Workshops and annual meetings

__= Timely seminars and lectures with distinguished speakers and pertinent topics
__ Scholarships and fellowship opportunities

_ Job opportunities, career fairs and professional development activities
___ Networking opportunities
__ Special offers (association merchandise, oar rental discounts, other discounts)
___ Other (please specify)

6.. Below is a list of 6 clements which describe family and consumer sciences. (Circle my 3 that best
erprass your definilion of family and consumer science. Use "other for one ofyour 3 choices, ifyou
W ih.)

- - It meets the current neods of the family in the home and the workplace
2 - - It covers many areas: family, child care, nutrition, textiles, interior desgn, consumerism
3 - Life skills
4 Family life
o - - Consumer issues
6 - - Other (please specify)

7. Please indicate your present attitude regarding the name, "family and consumer sciences":
(Circle your response.)

1. Very favorable
2. Somewhat favorable
3. No opinion
4. Somewhat unfavorable
5. Very unfavorable
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Please circle the response that besI represe.ns yourfeeling:

8, Among family and eonsumer sciences prfessionals, do you think promotion of the new name will:

Yes No No Opinion
Increase awareness
of the name change and
new focus of the profession

Create an understanding
of the name change and
focus of the profession

Encourage acceptance
of the name change

Persuade use of the
now name orally,
and n wmting

Influencc professionals
to spread the word to
all audiences

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

9. To the public, do you think promotion of the name 'family and consumer sciences" will:

Yes No No Opinion

Build a positive image
of the profession

Increase awareness
of the name change and
focus of the profession

Create understanding
of changes wthin the
profession that address
issues in our society

Influence students
to consider enterng
the field

Encourage acceptance
of the name change

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3
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10. What type of promotion do you think will be most effective in gaining awareness, acceptance and
favorable regard to the name change and image of the profession? (Check may 3 in each column, Use
"Otherfor your own rdeaz if you wish)

Family and consumer sciences professiodals] The public

Brochures

Newsletters

Newspapers

Radio (PSAs)

Television

Videos

Educational special events

State level special events

Use of national theme, "Invest

in Youth: Build the Future"

Other (please specify)

11. What would you be willing to do to promote the name change? Be oreative!

12. What help or support do you need to do the promotion?
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To categoize your response, please answer these demographic questions. Remember, all iformation
in this questionnire is confidential.

13. Please indioate your professional area. (Circle all that apply)
1 - - Educator
2 Government
3 Bxtension
4 Business
5 - - Homemaker
6 - - Otter (please specify)

14 Please indicate your residence (Circle your response)
1 - - Bergen, Sussex or Passaic County
2 - - Wanen, Morris or Hudson County
3 - - Uion, Essex or Somerset County
4 - - Mercer, Huntordon or Mliddlesex County
5 - - Monmouth, Ocean or Atlantic County
6 - - Camden, Gloucester or BurlinutOn County
7 - - Cumberland, Salem or Cape May County
S - - Do not rside in New Jersey

15. How many years have you been a member of NJAFCS (formerly NJ Home Economics
Association)? (Circle youa response)

1. Less than 1 year
2 1- 5 years
3. 6 - 10 years
4. More than 10 years

Thank you for taldng the time to complete this survey. Place it in the envelope provided and mail it
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Present Attitude
This chart shows the results of Question # 7

Very Unfavorable
7%

ivorable
1%

Sornewhal Unfavorabl
26%

sIn on
YO

ble
30%
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Initial Reaction to Name Change
This chart shows the results of Question # 2

Extremely Unfavcrable
7%

a.- Extremely Favorable
Tartff

Somewhat Jrffavoralle-
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New Jersey Association of Family and Consumer Sciences
Membership Survey

Thesis Project of Rowan College of New Jersey
Frequency distributions

Aware of name change?

Cumulative Cumulative
Q1 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 54 100.0 54 100.0

First learned from Action

Cumulative Cumulative
Q1A1 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 25 100.0 25 100.0

Frequency Missing = 29

First learned from The Home Economist

Cumulative Cumulative
Q1A2 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 21 100.0 21 100-0

Frequency Missing = 33

rirst learned at regional meeting

Cumulative Cumulative
Q1A3 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 23 100.0 23 100.0

Frequency Missing = 31

First learned by word of mouth

Cumulative Cumulative
Q1A4 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 14 100.0 14 100.0

Frequency Missing - 40
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First learned at school(teachers/professors)

Cumulative Cumulative
Q1A5 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 3 100.0 3 100.0

Frequency Missing - 51

First learned at National Meeting

Cumulative Cumulative
Q1A6 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 2 100.0 2 100.0

Frequency Missing - 52

First learned at Boarde Meeting

Cumulative Cumulative
Q1A7 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 1 100.0 1 100.0

Frequency Missing - 53
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Initial reaction to name change

Cumulative
Cumulative

Q2 Frequency Percent Frequency
Percent

Extremely + 12 22.2 12
22.2

Somewhat + 17 31.5 29
53.7

No reaction 2 3.7 31
57.4

somewhat - 19 35.2 50
92.6

Extremely - 4 7.4 54
100.0

You feel favorable because:
New name reflects a positive image

Cumulative Cumulative
Q2A1 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 21 100.0 21 100.0

Frequency Missing - 33

The term "family" is important

Cumulative Cumulative
Q2A2 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 15 100.0 15 100.0

Frequency Missing - 39

The term "consumer" is important

Cumulative Cumulative
Q2A3 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 17 100.0 17 100.0

Frequency Missing - 37

The term "sciences" is important

Cumulative Cumulative
Q2A4 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 18 100.0 18 100.0

Frequency Missing = 36
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The old name was outdated

Cumulative C nunlative
Q2A5 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 17 100.0 17 100.0

Frequency Missing - 37

Change is good

Cumulative Cumulative
Q2A6 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 1 100.0 1 100.0

Frequency Missing - 53

You feel unfavorable because:
The new name is too long

Cumulative Cumulative
Q2B1 Frequency Percent Frequency Peroent

Yes 12 100.0 12 100-0

Frequency Missing = 42

Term does not reflect everything within the profession

Cumulative Cumulative
Q2B2 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 12 100.0 12 100.0

Frequency Missing - 42

New name is ScnfusiLig

Cumulative Cumulative
Q2B3 Frequency peroent Frequency Percent

Yes 11 100.0 11 100.0

Frequency Missing = 43

School or workplace will not adopt new name

Cumulative Cumulative
Q2B4 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 10 100.0 10 100.0

Frequency Missing = 44
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The old name was traditional

Cumulative Cumulative
Q2B5 Frequency Percent Preqgenny Percent

Yes 16 100.0 16 100.0

Frequency Missing = 38

Name does not include all facets of profession
Cumulative Cumulative

Q2B6 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 1 100.0 1 100.0

Frequency Missing - 53

Are you using the new name in your
professional life?

Cumulative Cumulative
03 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 27 50.0 27 50.0
No 27 50.0 54 100-0

How are you using the new name?
Business cards

Cumulative Cumulative
Q3A1 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 5 100.0 5 100.0

Frequency Missing - 49

Letterhead

Cumulative Cumaulative
Q3A2 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 5 100.0 5 100.0

Frequency Missing - 49

Desk/door signs

Cumulative Cumulative
Q3A3 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 8 100-0 8 100.0

Frequency Missing - 46
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Educatiobal materials/curriculum guide

Cumulative Cumulative
Q3A4 Frequency percent Frequency Percent

Yes 9 100.0 9 100.0

Frequency Missing - 45

Correspcndence/writing/resumes

Cumulative Cumulative
Q3A5 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 8 100.0 8 100.0

Frequency Missing = 46

Other

Cumulative Cumulative
Q3A6 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 5 100.0 5 100,0

Frequency Missing = 49

With which professioanl associations do you remain affiliated?
NJAFCS

Cumulative Cumulative
Q4 1 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 54 100.0 54 100.0

NJAEHE

Cumulative Cumulative
Q4_2 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 4 100.0 4 100.0

Frequency Missing = 50

VBfNJ

Cumulative Cumulative
Q4_3 Frequency Percent FreqUenrcy Percent

Yes 10 100.0 10 100.0

Frequency Missing = 44
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NJEA

Cumulative Cumulative
Q4_4 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

yes 18 100.0 18 100.0

Frequency Missing = 36

student Associations

Cumulative Cumulative
Q4 5 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 1 100-0 1 100.0

Frequency Missing = 53

NJ Dietetics association/NJ Nutrition Council

Cumulative Cumulative
Q4_6 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
................ u ........--......................

Yes 5 100.0 5 100.0

Frequency Missing - 49

Other associations

Cumulative Cumulative
Q4_7 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 14 100.0 14 100.0

Frequency Missing = 40

Rank the benefits from association affiliation:

Newsletter

Rank Position
Cumulative Cumulative

Q5A Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

1 11 22.0 ll 22.0
2 12 24.0 23 46.0
3 13 26.0 36 72.0
4 7 14.0 43 86.0
5 7 14.0 50 100.0

Frequency Missing = 4
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Workshops and Annual Meeti:ngs

Rank Position
Cumulative Cumulative

Q5B Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

1 15 29.4 15 29.4

2 15 29.4 30 58.8

3 9 17.6 39 76.5

4 10 19.6 49 96-1

5 2 3.9 51 100.0
Frequency Missing = 3

Seminars and Lectures

Rank Position
Cumulative Cumulative

Q5C Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

1 14 28.6 14 28.6

2 11 22.4 25 51.0

3 12 24.5 37 75.5

4 6 12,2 43 87.8

5 6 12.2 49 100.0

Frequency Missing = 5

Scholarships and Fellowships

Rank Position
Cumulative Cumulative

Q5D Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

2 1 12.5 1 12.5

3 1 12.5 2 25.0

4 2 25.0 4 50.0

5 4 50.0 8 100.0

Frequency Missing - 46

Job opportunities, professional development

Rank Position
Cumulative Cumulative

Q5E Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

1 6 14.6 6 14.6

3 5 12.2 11 26.8

4 9 22.0 20 48.8

5 21 51.2 41 100.0

Frequency Missing - 13
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Networking opportunities
Rank Position

Cumulative Cumulative
Q5F Frequency percent Frequency Percent

1 7 13.7 7 13.7
2 12 23.5 19 37.3

3 10 19.6 29 56.9
4 14 27.5 43 84.3

5 8 15.7 51 100.0
Frequency Missing - 3

Special Offers

Rank position
Cumulative Cumulative

Q5G Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

2 3 18.8 3 18.8

3 3 18.8 6 37.5
4 5 31.3 11 68.8

5 5 31.3 16 100.0
Frequency Missing = 38

Research Journals

Rank Position
Cumulative Cumulative

Q5H Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

1 1 50.0 1 50.0

3 1 50.0 2 100.0
Frequency Missing - 52

Which elements describe family and consumer scielees? (choose 3>

Meets Current Needs

Cumulative Cumulative

Q6_1 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 29 100.0 29 100.0

Frequency Missing = 25

Covers many areas

Cumulative Cumulative

Q6_2 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 45 100.0 45 100.0

Frequency Missing = 9
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Life skills
Cumulative Cumulative

Q6_3 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 35 100.0 35 100.0

Frequency Missing = 19

Pamily skills

Cumulative Cumulative
Q6 4 Frequency percent Frequency Percent

Yes 22 100.0 22 100.0

Frequency Missing - 32

Consumer issues

Cumulative Cumulative

Q6 5 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 27 100.0 27 100.0

Frequency Missing = 27

Supports at-risk kids

Cumulative Cumulative

Q6_6 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 1 100.0 1 100.0

Frequency Missing - 53

Gives greater visibility on a, global level
Cumulative Cumulative

Q6 7 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 1 100.0 1 100.0

Frequency Missing - 53

It deals with issues effecting everyone

Cumulative cumulative

Q6_ Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0-----------------------------------e----

Ves 1 100.0 1 100.0

Frequency Missing = 53
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Cumulative

Percent

Present attitude about the Name Change

Cumulative

Q7 Frequency Percent Frequency

Very favorable 15 27.8 15

27.8
Somewhat + 16 29.6 31

57.4
No opinion 5 9.3 36

66.7
somewhat - 14 25.9 56

92.6
very - 4 7.4 54

100.0

Among family and consumer sciences professional, do you think
promotion of the new name will:

Increase awareness

Cumulative Cumulative
QSA Frequency Percent Frequency

Percent

Yes 33 61.1 33

61.1
No 16 29.6 49

90.7
No opinion 5 9.3 54

100.0
*sFb-_ .

Create an understanding

Cumulative
Cumulative

QSDB Frequency Percent Frequency
Percent

Yes 25 46.3 25
46.3

90.7

loo-O

24

5

44. 4

9 .3

No

No opinion 54
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Encourage acceptance

Cumulative
Cumulative

Q8C Frequency Percent Frequency

Yes

No

No opinion

21

12

11

57.4

22.2

20.4

43

54

Persuade use of new name

Cumulative
Cumulative

QaD Frequency Percent Prequency

Yes

No

No opinion

37

9

A

68.5

1 i .7

14. 8

37

46

54

Influence professionals to spread the word

Cumulative
Cumulative

Yes

No

No opinion

15

4

QSE Frequency Percent Frequency

3564.8

27.8

7.4

50

54

Percent

57.4

79.6

100.0

Percent

68.5

85.2

100.0

Percent

6 .-

92.6

100.0
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To the public, do you think promotion of the name will:

Cumulative

Percent

Build a positive image of the profession

Cumulative

Q9A Frequency Percent Frequency

Yes

No

No opinion

31 57.4 31

1 33.3 49

5 9.3 54

Increase awareness

Cumulative

Percent
Q9B Frequency

Cumulative

Percent Frequency

Yes 27 50.0 27
50.0

No 22 40.7 49
90.7

No opinion 5 9.3 54
100.0

Create understanding of changes within profession

Cumulative
Cumulative

Q9C Frequency percent Frequency
Percent

Yes 29 53.7 29
53.7

No 22 40.7 51
94.4

100.0
No opinion 3 5.6 54

57.4

90.7

00.0
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Influence students to consider entering the field

Cumulative
Cumulative

Q90 Frequency Percent Frequency
Percent

Yes 24 44.4 24
44.4

No 21 38.9 45
83.3

No opinion 9 16.7 54
100.0

Encourage acceptance of name change

Cumulative

Percent
Q9E Frequency

Cumulative

Percent Frequency

Yes 23 42.6 23
42.6

No 20 37.0 43
79.6

No opinion 11 20.4 54
100.0

What type of promotion will be most effective in gaining
awareness and acceptance of the name change within profession

Brochures
Cumulative Cumulative

Q1OA 1 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 15 100.0 15 100.0

Frequency Missing - 39

Newsletters

Cumulative
Cumulative

QIOB_1 Frequency Percent Frequenc"

Yes 38 100.0 38

Frequency Missing - 16

Percent

100.0

Y
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Newspapers

Cumulative Cumulative
Q1OC_1 Frequency Percent Freq:aency

Yes 17 100.0 17

Frequency Missing = 37

Radio (PSAs)

Cumulative Cumulative
QlOD 1 Frequency Percent Frequency

Yes 4 100.0 4

Frequency Missing = 50

Television

Cumulative Cumulative
Q10E_ Frequency Percent Frequency

Yes 17 100.0 17

Frequency Missing = 37

Percent

100.0

Percent

100.0

Percent

100.0

Educational special events

Cumulative Cumulative
QlOG 1 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 30 100.0 30 100.0

Frequency Missing = 24

State level special events

Cumulative Cumulative
QiOH_1 Frequency Percent Frequency

_._.._...... .._.___ ___..--... m ------- ..-- -----....

Yes 26 100.0 26

Frequency Missing = 28

Percent

100.0
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Use of national theme

Cumulative

Q1OI 1 Frequency

Yes

Cumulatve

Percent Frequency Percent

12 100.0 12

Frequency Missing - 42

personal Promotion

Cumulative Cumulative
Q1OJ 1 Frequency Percent Frequency

Yes 3 100.0 3

Frequency Missing - 51

Career Days

100.0

Percent

100,0

Cumulative Cumulative
Q10K 1 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 1 100.0 1 100.0

Frequency Missing - 53

What type of promotion will be most effective in gaining
awareness and acceptance of the name change to the public?

Brochures

Cumulative Cumulative
Q1QA_2 Frequency Percent Frequency

Yes 11 100.0 11

Frequency Missing - 43

Newsletters

Cumulative Cumulative

QlOB 2 Frequency Percent Frequency

yes 4 100.0 4

Frequency Missing = 50

Percent

100.0

Percent

100.0
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Newspapers

CUmulative
Q0OC 2 Frequency

Yes 47

Cumulative
Percent Frequency

100.0 47

Frequency Missing = 7

Radio PSAs

Cumulative
Q10D 2 Frequency

Yes

Cumulative
Percent Frequency

29 100.0 29

Frequency Missing = 25

Television

Cumulative
Q1OE 2 Frequency

Cumulative
Percent Frequency

45 100.0

Frequency Missing = 9

Educational special events

Cumulative
QlOG 2 Frequency

Yes

Cumulative
Percent Frequency

9 100.0 9

Frequency Missing = 45

state level special events

Cumulative
Q1OH a Frequency

Yes 3

Cumulative
Percent Frequency

100.0 3

Frequency Missing = 51

Percent

100.0

Percent

100.0

Yes

Percent

45 100.0

Percent

100.0

Percent

10. 0
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Use of national theme

Cumulative
Q1OI 2 Frequency Percent

Cumulative
Frequency

12 100.0 12

Frequency Missing = 42

Personal promotion Public

Cumulative
Q10J 2 Frequency

Yes 1

Cumulative
Percent Frequency

100.0 1

Frequency Missing = 53

Career Days

Cumulative
Q10_K2 Frequency

Cumulative
Percent Frequency

Yes 1 100.0 1 100.0

Frequency Missing = 53

Indicate your professional area:

Educator

Cumulative Cumulative
Q13_1 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 42 100.0 42 100.0

Frequency Missing - 12

Government

Cumulate umulativeuulat
Q13 2 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

…-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Frequency Missing - 54

Percent

100-0

Percent

100.0

Percent
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Extension

Cumulative Cumulative
Q13 3 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 5 100.0 5 100.0

Frequency Missing = 49

Business

Cumulative Cumulative
Ql3 4 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 13 100.0 13 100,0

Frequency Missing = 41

Homemaker

Cumulative Cumulative
Q13_5 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 9 100.0 9 100.0

Frequency Missing - 45

Research/Product development

Cumulative Cumulative
Q13_6 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 1 100.0 1 100.0

Frequency Missing - 53

Other (students, dietitians, etc.)

Cumulative Cumulative
Q13_7 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Yes 8 100.0 8 100.0

Frequency Missing - 46
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Residence

Cumulative
Q141_ Frequ

Percent

Berg,Suss,Pass
26.5

Warr,Morr,Huds
64.7

Union rEss,Som
88.2

Mer,Hunt,Midd
100.0

ency

9

13

8

4

Frequency

Cumulative
Percent Frequency

26.5 9

38.2 22

23.5 30

11.8 34

Missing = 20

Residence

Cumulative Cumulative
Q14_2 Frequency Percent Frequency

Percent

Monm,OceanAtl 7 35.0 7
35.0

Camd,Glou,Burl 6 30.0 13
65.0

Cumb,Sal,CapM 5 25.0 18
90.0

Not in NJ 2 10.0 20
100.0

Frequency Missing = 34

Years in NJAFCS

Cumulative Cumulative
Q15 Frequency Percent Frequency

Percent

1 - 5 years 10 18.5 10
18.5

6 - 10 years 8 14.8 18
33.3

> 10 years 36 66.7 54
100.0
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New Jersey Association of Family and Consumer Sciences
Membership Survey

Thesis Project of Rowan College of New Jersey
cross Tabulation Frequency distributions

TABLB OF Q2 BY Q13 1

02(Initial reaction to name change)
Q13_1(Educator)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pct Yes
------------ +--------+

Extremely + 11

26 19
100.00
26.19

Total

11
26-19

.-------------------_+

Somewhat + 13
30.95

100.00
30.95

------------ +--------+

No reaction

13
30.95

2
4.76

------------ +--------+

somewhat - 14
33 33

100.00
33.33

14
33.33

------------ +-------…+

Extremely 2
A.76

Total

Frequency

42 42
100.00 100.00

Missing - 12

For Q2*Q13 2
all data are missing since all

the levels of variable Q13_2 are missing.
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TABLE OF Q2 BY Q13_3

Q2(Initial reaction to name change)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pot
Col Pct

Q13_3(Extension)

Yes
----------- +--------+
Extremely + 3

60.00
100.00
60.00

Total

3
60.00

----------- …+-------…-

Somewhat + 2
40.00

100.00
40.00

------------ +--------+
No reaction 0

0.00

0.00

2
40.00

0
0.00

------------ +------+

somewhat - 0
0.00

0.00
------------ +---------
Extremely - 0

0.00

0.00

0
0.00

0
0.00

----------- - -------- +
Total 5 5

100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing - 49
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TABLE OF Q2 BY Q13_4

Q2(initial reaction to naTe change)
Q13_4(Business)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pct
Col Pct Yes
------------ +--------+

Extremely + 2
15.38

100.00
15.38

---------- +---------…+
Somewhat + 4

30.77
100.00
30.77

------------ +--------+
0

0.00

0,00

'Total

a
15.38

4
30.77

No reaction

------------ +---…----+
somewhat - 4

30.77
100.00
30.77

----------- +---------
Extremely - 3

23.08
100.00
23 08

0
0.00

4
30.77

3
23.08

------------ +---------

Total 13 13
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing - 41
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TABLE OF Q2 BY Q13_5

Q2(Initial reaction to name change)
Q13 5(Homemaker)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pct
Col Pet Yes

-_-------_+-+----_4

Extremely + 2
22.22

100.00
22.22

------ +-----
Somnewhat + 1

11.11

11.11

No reaction 1
11.11

100.00
11.11

somewhat - 4
44.44

100.00
44.44

____------ _+-- ---- +
Extremely - 1

1.11
100.00
11.11

Total 9----
Total 9

Total

2
22.22

1
11.11

1
11.11

4
44.44

1
11 11

9
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing - 45
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TABLE OF Q2 BY Q13 6

Q2(Initial reaction to name change)
Q13_6(Research/Product

development)
Frequency
Percent
Row Pct
Col Pet Yes

-------_--+-----+

Extremely + 0
0,00

0.00
------- +----+

Somewhat + 1
100.00

100.00
100.00

No reaction 0
0.00

0.00
-_------+----+

somewhat - 0
0.00

0.00
____------ _+--- --- +
Extremely - 0

0.00

0.00

Total 1

Total

0
0.00

1
100,00

0
0.00

0
0.00

0
0.00

1
100.00 1.00.00

Frequency Missing = 53
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TABLE OF Q2 By Q13_7

Q2(Initial reaction to name change)
Q13 7(Other)

Frequency
Percent
Row PCt
Col Pet Yes

-+-------i-----j
Extremely + 2

25.00
100.00
25.00

----------- +--- -- +
Somewhat + 3

37.50
100.00
37 50

No reaction 0
0.00

0.00
-------- +-----+

somewhat - 3
37.50

100.00
37.50

Extremely - 0
0.00

…+…____ 0.00

Total B

Total

2
25.00

3
37.50

0
0.00

3
37.50

000,00

s
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing - 46
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TABLE OF Q7 BY Q13_1

Q7(Present attitude)
Q13_1(Educator)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet Yes Total
------ _________4.--______

Very favorable 13
30,95

100.00
30,95

--------------- +-------_+
Somewhat + 13

30.95
100.00
30.95

13
30.95

13
30.95

-------------- +--------+

No opinion 5
11.90

100,00
11.90

5
11.S90

-------------- +--------+

somewhat - 9
21.43
100.00
21.43

9
21.43

--------------- [-----…--+

very - 2
4.76

100.00
4.76

-------------- +--------- +

Total

2
4.76

42 42
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing = 12

For Q7*Q13_2
all data are missing since all

the levels of variable Q13 2 aie aisgsing

-
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TABLE OF Q7 BY Q13 3

Q7(Present attitude)
Q13 3(Extension)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pct
Col Pet Yes
----- ---- +-----+
Very favorable 3

60.00
100.00
60.00

Total

3
60.00

------------------------
Somewhat + 2

40.00
100.00
40.00

-------------- +--------+
0

0.00

0.00

2
40.00

No opinion

----------------------- +
somewhat - 0

0.00

0.00
-------------- +--------+
very- 0

0.00

0.00
------------- ----

Total 5

0
0.00

0
0.00

0
0.00

5
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing = 49
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TABLE OF Q7 BY Q13 4

Q7(Present attitude)
Q13_4(Business)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pot
Col Pot yes
------------- +-----+
Very favorable 3

23.08
100.00
23.08

---------- +------+
Somewhat + 1

7.69
100.00

7.69
------------- +- --- +
No opinion 1 I

.69
100.00

7.69

somewhat - 5
38.46

100.00
38.46

-----------------------

Total

3
23.08

1
7.69

1
7.69

5
38.46

3
23.08

4.

very - 3
23.08

100.00
23.08

--------------- +--------+

Total 13 13
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing - 41
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TABLE OF Q7 BY Q13_5

Q7(Present attitude)
Q13_5(Homemaker)

Frequancy
Percent
Row Pot
Col Pot Yes Total
------------- +--------+

Very favorable 2
22.22 22.22

100.00
22.22

------------- +--- -+

Somewhat + 4 4
44.44 44,44

100.00
44.44

------___-------+-------
No opinion 1 1

11 .11 11.11
100.00
11.11

------------- +
somewhat - 1 1

11.11 11.11
100.00
11.11

------------- +--- -+

very - 1
11.11

------------ +---------_
Total 9 9

100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing - 45
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TABLE OF Q7 BY Q13_6

Q7(Present attitude)
Q13_6(Research/Product
development)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet Yes

------------- +---- +

Very favorable 0
0.00

0.00
-------------- +-------+
Somewhat + 1

100.00
100.00
100.00

----------- +-----+
No opinion 0

0.00

0.00
------------ +- --- +
somewhat O

0.00

------------- +--- -+
very - 0

0.00

0.0.00
a-----+-- +

Total 1

Total

0
0.00

1
100.00

0
0.00

0
0.00

0
0.00

0o. o .100.00

Frequency Missing - 53

I
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TABLE OF Q7 BY Q13 7

Q7(Present attitude)
Q13_7(Other)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pct
Col Pct Yes
------------- +- --- +
Very favorable 3

37.50
100.00
37.50

--------------- +-------+

Somewhat + 2
25.00

100.00
25.00

--------------- +--------+

No opinion 0
0.00

0.00
__-------------__________________+

somewhat - 3
37.50

100.00
37.50

-----------__ +----+
very - 0

0.00

0.00
------------- +-----+
Total 8

Total

3
37-50

2
25.00

0
0.00

3
37.50

0
0.00

100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing - 46

8
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TABLE OF Q1OA_1 BY Q13_1

Q1OA I(Brochures FCS)
Q13_l(Educator)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pot Yes Total
----------------- +
Yes 10 10

100.00 100.00
100.00
100.00

---------- +---- +
Total 10 10

100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing = 44

TABLE OF QIOB 1 BY Q13_l

Q10B_1(Newsletters FCS)
Q13_l(Educator)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pot Yes Total

Yes 28 28
100.00 100.00
LOo. oO
100.00

…___-----+--------+
Total 28 2a

100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing - 26

TABLE OF Q10C_I BY Q$S_1

Q1OC_1(Newspapers FCS)
Q131 (Educdtor)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pct Yes Total

----- +-----+
Yes 15 15

100.00 100.00
100.00

----- +-----±

Total 15 15
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing = 39
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TAHBL OF Q10D_1 BY Q13_1

Q1OD_1(Radio PSAs FCS)
Q13_l(Educator)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet Yes Total
------ …+-_----+
Yes 4 4

100.00 100.00
--- __+----+________

Total 4 4
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing = 50

TABLE OF Q10E_1 BY Q13_1

Q1OE_1(Television FCS)
Ql13_(Educator)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet Yes | Total

…_-----+-__---+

Yes 1 6 16
100.00 100.00

--------- e-------+
Total 16 16

100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing - 38

For Q1OF_ 1Q13 1 all data are missing since all
the levels of variable QiOF_1 are missing.

TABLE OF Q10G_I BY Q13_1

Q10G 1(Educational special events FCS)
Q13_l(Educator)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet Yes Total

Yes 21 21ye~q 21 21
100.00 100.00
100.00
100.00

Total 21 21
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing - 33
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TABLE OF Q10H BY Q13_1

QlOH_1(State level special events FCS)
Q13_1(Educator)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pct
Col Pet Yes Total
___------+____----+

Yes 20
100.00 100.00

------ …+-_----+
Total 20 20

100.00 100,00

Frequency Missing - 34

TABLE OF Q10I_1 BY Q13_1

Q10I 1(National theme FCS)
Q13_1(Educator)

Frequency
Percent
Pow Pet
Col Pot Yes Total
------___+-----_-__

Yes 9
100.00 100.00

-----+-----±

Total 9 9
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing - 45

TABLE OF Q10K_1 BY Q13_1

Q10O_1(Career Days FCS)
Q131l(Educator)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pct
Col Pot Yes Total
-----____+________+

Yes 1 1
100.00 100.00

Total 1 1
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing = 53
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For QiOA_1*Q13_2
all data are missing since

the levels of variable Q13_2 are

For Q10B_1*Ql3_2
all data are missing since

the levels of variable Q13 2 are

For QtOC_l*Ql3_2
all data are missing since

the levels of variable Q13_Z are

For Q10D l*Q13_2
all data are missing since

the levels of variable Q13_2 are

For QIOE_ *Q13_2
all data are missing since

the levels of variable Q13 2 are

all
missing.

all
missing.

all
missing.

all
missing.

all
missing.

For QO1F _*Q13_2
all data are missing since all

the levels of variable Q10F 1 are missing.

For Q10C _*Q13_
all data are missing since all

the levels of variable Q13_2 are missing.

For Q10H 1*Q13 2
all data are missing sinhce all

the levels of variable Q13_2 are missing.

For QIOI_1*Q13_2
all data are missing since all

the levels of variable Q1i_2 are missing.

For QOK I*QiS3_2
all data are missing since all

the levels of variable Q13_2 are missing.
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TABLE OF Q1oa_ , BY Q3 _3

Q1OA L(Brochures FCS)
Q13_3(Extension)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet Yes Total

Yes 1 1
100.00 100.00

----------------- +
Total 1 1

100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing - 53

TABLE OF Q1OB_1 BY Q13_3

Q1B_l1(Newsletters FCS)
Q13 3(Extension)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet
col Pet Yes Total

Yes 3 3
100.00 100.00

--------- +________-------+
Total 3 3

100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing = 51

TABLE OF Q100_1 BY Q13_3

Q10C 1(Newspapers FCS)
Q13_3(Extension)

Frequency
Percent
Row pet
Col Pet Yes Total
------- +---- -- +

Yes 3
100,00 100.00

--------- +--------+
Total 3 3

100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing - 51
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TABLE OP QloD D BY Q13_3

Effective Sample Size - 0
Frequency Missing = 54

TABLE OF Q1E_1l BY Q13_3

Q1OE_l(Television FC$)
Q13_3(Extension)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pot
Col Pot Yes Total
-------- +--------+

Yes 2 2
100.00 100.00

Total 2 2
100-00 100,00

Frequency Missing - 52

For QIOF_1*QI3_3
all data are missing since all

the levels of variable QIOF_1 are missing.

TABLE OF Q10G_1 BY Q13_3

Q1OG_l(Educational special events FCS)
Q13 3(Extension)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet Yes Total

------ +------+

Yes 2 2
100.00 100.00

Total 2 2
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing - 52
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TABL~ OF Q1OH_1 DY Q13_3

Q10H_1(State level special events FCS)
Ql3_3(Extension)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pct
Col Pet Yes Total
--- _ ---------- +
Yes 4 4

100.00 100.00

Total 4 4
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing = 50

TABLE OF Q10I_1 BY Q13_3

Effective Sample Size - 0
Frequency Missing - 54

TABLE OF QiOK_ BY Q13_3

Effective Sample Size - 0
Frequency Missing - 54

TABLE OF 10A l1 BY Q1$_4

Q1OAl_(Brochures FCS)
013_4(Business)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pct
Cul Pet Yes Total
--------- +--------+
Yes 5 5

100.00 100.00
100.00
100.00

-----+------+
Total 5 5

100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing - 49
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TABLE OF Q10B_1 BY Q13_4

QlOB_1(Newsletters FCS)
Q13_4(Business)

Frequency
Percent
Rcw Pet
Col Pet Yes | Total
--------- +--------+

10
100.00

__-------+----_-+
Total 10

10
10 - 00

10
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing = 44

TABLE OF Q1OC_1 BY Q13_4

Q1iC_l(Newspapers FCS)
Q13_4(Business)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pot
Col Pot Yes
_ _-----_-o---- -- F

Yes 4
100.00

…A__ __ - …_ __ _
Total

Total

4
100-00

4 4
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing = 50

TABLE OF QgoD_± BY Q13 4

Q10D_1(Radio PSAs FCS]
Q13 4(Business)

Frequenoy
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pot Yes |
------- +------+--

2
100.00

Total

2
100.00

--------- +------.+
Total 2 2

100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing = 52

Yes

Yes
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TABLE OP 01O _1 BY Q13_4

Q1OE_1(Television FCS)
Q13_4(Business)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet Yes Total

___------+---___--+

Yes 3 3
100.00 100.00

-.___--_+-- ----- ^

Total 3 3
100.00 100,00

Frequency Missing = 51

For Q10F_l*Q13_4
all data are missing since all

the levels of variable Q10F_1 are missing.

TABLE OF Q10G_1 BY Q13_4

Q1OG_l(Educational special events FCS)
Q13 4(Business)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pct
Col Pct Yes j Total
-------- _+------+
Yes 7 7

100.00 100.00
---__--__+____----+

Total 7 7
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing = 47

TABLE OF Q10H I BY Q13 4

Q1OH_l(State level special events FCS)
Q13 4(Business)

FreqUency
Percent
Row Pct
Col Pot Yes Total

Yes 5 5
100.00 100.00

Total 5 5
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing = 49
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TABLE OF Q10I 1 BY Q13 4

Q10I 1(National theme FCS)
Q13 4(Business)

Yes

Yes 3
100.00

____-----+___-----+
Total

Total

3
100. 00

3 3
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing - 51

TABLE OF Q10K_1 BY Ql1_4

Effective Sample Size - 0
Frequency Missing - 54

TABLE OF Q10A 1 BY Q13 5

Q10A (Brochures FCS)
Ql3 5(Honmeaker)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet Yes
--..---------
Yes

100.00
…__+ … _ _+

Total

Total

3
100.00

3 3
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing = 51

i
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TABLE OF Q10B 1 BY Q13 5

Q10B_1(Newsletters FCS)
Q13 5(Hmoemaker)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pct
Col Pct Yes
--------- +--- -+
Yes 7

100.00

Total 7

Total

7
100.00

7
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing - 47

TABLE OF Q1OC 1 BY Q13_5

Q1OC l(Newspapers FCS)
Q13_5(Homemaker)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pot
Col Pet

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Yes I
+--------+

Yes 4
100.00

_-__…-- _+_____--+

Total

Total

4
100.00

4 4
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing - 50
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TABLE OF Q1ODl BY Q13_5

QlOD_1(Radio PSAs FCS)
Q13_5(Homemaker)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pct
Col Pet Yes Total
----__ _+__-_____+
Yes 1 1

100.00 100.00
----__+-_ _--+

Total 1 1
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing - 53

TABSI OF QIQE_! BY Q13_$

010E_ (Television FCS)
Q13 5(Homemaker)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pct Yes Total

Yes 4 4
100.00 100.00

------ +-----+
Total 4 4

100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing = 50

For QiOF_1*Q13_5
all data are missing since all

the levels of variable QOF_1I are missing.
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TABLE OF Q10G 1 BY Q13_5

Q1OG_l(Educational special events FCS)
Q13_5 (HoMeasaker)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet Yes Total
____-----+---____-+

Yes 4 4
100.00 100.00

--------- +----------+
Total 4 4

100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing = 50

TABLE OF Q1OH_1 BY Q13_5

Q1OH_1(State level special events FCS)
Q13 5(Homemaker)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet Yes Total
-------- +----+
Yes 3 3

100.00 100.00
-------- +-----+
Total 3 3

100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing - 51

TABLE OF Q10T 1 BY Q13 5

Q101_l(National theme FCS)
Q13_5(Homemaker)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pct Yes | Total

Yes 1 1
100.00 100.00

Total 1 1
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing - 53
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tABLE OF Q10X_1 BY Q13_5

Effective Sample Size - 0
Frequency Missing = 54

TABLB OF QlOA_1 BY Q13_6

Effective Sample Size = 0
Frequency Missing = 54

TABLE OF Q1OB_1 BY Q13_6

Effective Sample Size - 0
Frequency Missing - 54

TABLE OF Q1OC 1 BY Q13_6

Q1OC_l(Newspapers FCS)
Q13_6(Research/Product

development)
Frequency
Percent
Row Pot
Col Pet Yes | Total

Yes 1 1
100.00 100.00

--------- +--------+

Total 1 1
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing = 53

TABLE OF QiOD I BY Q13_6

Effective Sample Size - O
Frequency Missing - 54

TABLE OF QO1E_l BY Q13_6

Q10E_1(Television FCS)
Q13_6(Research/Product

development)
Frequency
Percent
Row Pot
Col Pet Yes Total

Yes 1 1
100.00 100.00

Total 1 1
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing - 53
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For Q10F 1*Q13 6
all data are missing sirlee all

the levels of variable Q10F 1 are missing.

TABLE OF QIOG_1 BY Q13_6

Q10G_l(Educational special events FCS)
Q13_6(Research/Product

development)
Frequency
Percent
Row Pct
Col Pot Yes Total
-----___-+---____-+

Yes 1
100.00 100.00

Total 1 1
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing - 53

TABLE OF Q10H_1 BY Q13 6

Effective Sample Size - 0
Frequency Missing - 54

TABLE OF Q10I_I BY Q13_6

Effective Sample Size - 0
Frequency Missing - 54

TABLE OF QIOK_1 BY Q13_6

Effective Sample Size = 0
Frequency Missing = 54

TABLE OF QQ1A_1 BY Q13_7

Q1OA (Brochures FCS)
Q13_7(other)

Frequency
PerCent
Row Pot
Col Pet Yes Total

----------------

Yes 1 1
100,00 100.00

Total 1 1
100,00 100.00

Frequency Missing = 53
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TABLE OF Q1OB 1 BY Q13 7

Q10B_1(Newsletters FC$)
Q13 7(Other)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pot
Col Pot Yes |

Yes 5 |
100.00

- ----------
Total

Total

5
100.00

5 5
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing - 49

TiBLE OP gQlOi BY Q13_7

Q1OC_1(Newspapers FCS)
Q13 7(Other)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pot
Col Pet Yes |

------+-----+
Yes 2

100.00
-------- +--------+

Total

Total

2
100.00

2 2
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing = 52

TABLE OF Q1OD i BY Q13 7

Q1iD_1(Radio PSAs FCS)
Q13_7(Other)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pot Yes
--------- +--------+

Yes 1
100.00

--------------- ___

Total

Total

10.100-00

1 1
100.00 100-00

Frequency Missing - 53
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TABBB oP Qloi 1 BY Q13 7

Q10E l(Television FCS)
Q13_7(Other)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pot
Col Pet Yes Total
_____-------__----+

Yes 3 3
100.00 100.00

Total 3 3
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing - 51

For QioF_1*Q13_?
all data are missing since all

the levels of variable QIOF 1 are: missing.

TABLE OF Q10G 1 BY Q23 7

Q1OG 1(Educational special events FCS)
Q13_7(Other)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pot
Col Pct Yes Total

Yes 5 5
100.00 100.00

Total 5 5
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing - 49

TABLE OF QlOH_1 BY Q13_7

Q10H_l(State level special events Pcs)
Q13_7(Other)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pot
Col Pot Yes Total

Yes 5 5
100.00 100.00

Total 5 5
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing = 49
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TABLE OF Q0I_l BY Q13 7

Q10I_1(National theme FCS)
Q13_7(other)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pct
Col Pct Yes Total

Yes 1 1
100.00 100.00

------ 1___|__-----+
Total 1 1

100,00 100.00

Frequency Missing = 53

TABLE OF QO1K_1 BY Q13_7

QOK_1(Career Days FCS)
Q13_7(Other)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pct
Col Pct Yes Total

-_-----+-__---+
Yes 1 1

100.00 10.00

Total 1 1
100,00 100.00

Frequency Missing - 53

TABLE OF Q10A_2 BY Q13_1

Q1OA_2(Brochures Public)
Q13_l(Educator)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pct
Col Pet y es Total

------ +----+
Yes 5 5

lO0.00 100.00
---__--__+_-------T
Total 5 5

100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing - 49
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TABLE OF QIOB_2 BY QS _1

Effective Sample Size = 0
Frequency Missing = S 5

TABLE OF QlOC_2 BY Q13 1

Q10C_2(Newspapers Public)
Q13_l(Educator)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet
col Pet Yes Total
__-------c_+_----_+

Yes 41 41
100.00 10j.00

_____----+--_____-+
Total 41 41

100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing = 13

TABLE OF QLOD_2 BY Q13_1

Q1OD 2(Radio PSAs Public)
Q13_1(Educator)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pot
Col Pet Yes Total
..._______ + ...---

Yes 25 25
100.00 100.00

------ +----+
Total 25 25

100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing -29

TABLE OF Q1OE_2 BY Q13_1

QIOE 2(Television Public)
Ql3_1(Educator)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pot
Col Pet Yes Total

Yes 37 37
100.00 100.00

--------- i--------+

Total 37 37
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing = 17
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For Q10F_2*Q13_1 all data are mlissing since all
the levels of variable Q1OF_2 are missing.

TABLE OF Q1oG_~ BY Q13_l

QIOG 2(Educational special events
Public)

Q13 1(Educator)
Frequency
Percent
Row Pct
Col Pet Yes Total
____-----+---____-+

Yes 4 4
100.00 100.00

--------- +---- t+
Total 4 4

100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing - 5C

TABLE OF Q10H_2 BY Q93_1

Q10H_2(State level special events
Public)

Q13 1(Educator)
Frequency
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pot Yes Total
_ _-----+-__---+

Yes 3 3
100.00 100-00

_ _-----+-__---+

Total 3 3
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing = 51

TABLE OF Q10I 2 BY Q13_1

Q10I_2(National theme Public)
Q13 l(Educator)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pct
Col Pet Ye | Total

Yes 10 10
100.00 100.O0

------ +----4
Total 10 10

100.00 100.00
Frequency Missing - 44
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TABLE OF Q10K_2 BY Q13_1

Q10K_2(Career Days Public)
Q13 1(Educator)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet es

YeS 1

100.00
…__ _ _ + …___ _ +

Total 1

Total

100.00

1
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing = 53

For Q3OA_2*Q13_2
all data are missing since

the levels of variable Q13 2 are
all
missing.

For Q10B_2*Q13_2

all data are missing since
the levels of variable Q13_2 are

For Q10C_2*Q13_2
all data are missing since

the levels of variable Q13 2 are

For QiOD 2*Q13 2
all data are missing since

the levels of variable Q13 2 are

For Q1OE 2*Q13 2
all data are missing srice

the levels of variable Q13_2 are

all
missing,

all
missing.

all
missing.

all
missing,

For Q10F_Z*Q13_2
all data are missing since all

the levels of variable Q10F_2 are missing.

For QiOG 2z13 _2
all data are missing since all

the levels of variable Q13 2 are missing.

For Q10H_2*Q13_2
all data are missing since all

the levels of variable Q13 2 are missing.
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For Q10I_2*Q13_2
all data are missing since all

the levels of variable Q13_2 are missing.

For Q10K_2*Q13_2
all data are missing since all

the levels of variable Q13_2 are missing.

TABLE OF Q10A_2 BY Q13_3

Effective Sample Size - 0
Frequency Missing - 54

TABLE OF Q1OB_2 BY Q13 3

Effective Sample Size - 0
Frequency Missing = 54

TABLE OF Q10C_2 BY Q13_3

Qloc_2(Newspapers public)
Q13_3(Extension)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pct
Col Pct Yes Total
------------- _---_+
Yes 5 5

100,00 o 00.00

Total 5 5
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing - 49

TABLE OP Q1OD_2 BY Q13_3

Q1OD_ (Radio PSAs Public)
Q13_3(Extension)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pct
Col Pct Yes Total

Yes 4 4
100.00 100.00

Total 4 4
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing - 50
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TABLE OF Q10E 2 BY Q13_3

Q1OE 2(Television Public)
Q13_3(Extension)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pct Yes Total

Yes 5 5
100.00 100.00

____-----_+__-----+
Total 5 5

100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing = 49

For Q1OF_2*Q13_3
all data are missing since all

the levels of variable QlOF_2 are missing.

TABLE OP Q10G_2 BY Q13_3

Q10G 2(Educational special events
public)

Q13_3(Extension)
Frequency
Percent
Row Pet
COl Pot Yes Total
--------- +--------+
Yes 1 1

100.00 100.00
----- +----+

Total 1 1
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing - 53

TABLE OF QlOH_2 BY Q13_3

Effective Sample Size = 0
Frequency Missing = 54

TABLE OF Q10I 2 BY Q13_3

Effective Sample Size - 0
Frequency Missing = 54

TABLE OF Q10K_2 BY Q13_3

Effective Sample Size = 0
Frequency Missing - 54
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TABLE OF Q1OA_2 BY Q13_4

Q1OA_2(Drochures Public)
Q13_4(Business)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pct
Col Pet Yes | Total
--------- +------___

Yes 5 5
100.00 100.00

_----…+---__-+
Total 5 5

100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing = 49

TABLE OF Q1OB_2 BY Q13_4

Q10B_2(Newsletters Public)
Q13 4(Business)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pct
Col Pet Yes Total
____-----+---____-+

Yes 3 3
100.00 100.00

_____----+--_____-+
Total 3 3

100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing - 51

TAfBL OF Q10C_2 BY Q13_4

Q10C_2(Newspapers Public)
Q13 4(Business)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pct
Col pet Yes Total

------ +-----+
Yes S S

-----+----+
Total a 8

100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing = 46
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TABLE OF Q1OD_2 BY Q13_4

QIOD_2(Radio PSAS Public)
Q13_4(Business)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pct Yes Total
--------- +-----+
Yes 6 6

100.00 100.00

Total 6 6
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing = 48

TABLE OF Q10E_2 BY Q13_4

QIOE 2(Television Public)
Q13_4(Business)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pct Yes Total

Yes 9
100.00 100.00

____-----+--______+

Total 9 9
LOO.00 100.00

Frequency Missing = 45

For Q1OF_2*Q13 4
all data are missing since all

the levels of variable Q1iF_2 are missing.

TABLE OP QlOG _ BY Q13_4

Q1OG_2(Educational special events
Public)

Q13_4(Business)
Frequency
Percent
Row pct
Col Pct Yes Total
------- -------- +

Yes 4 4
100.00 100.00

----------- ______+

Total 4 4
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing = 50
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TABLE OF Q10H_2 BY Q13 4

Q10H 2(State level special events
Public)

Q13_4(Business)
Frequency
Percent
Row Pct
Col Pet Yes Total

-_-----+-_----+
Yes I 1

100.00 100,00
------ …+-_----+
Total 1 1

100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing - 33

TABLE OF QlOI_2 BY Q13_4

Q10I_2(National theme Public)
Q13 4(Business)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pot Yes | Total

…_-----+-_----+
Yes 2 2

100.00 100.00

Total 2 2
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing - 52

TABLE OF Q1OK_2 BY Q13_4

Effective Sample Size - 0
Frequency Missing = 54

TABLE OF Q10A 2 BY Q13_5
Q10A_2(Brochures Public)

Q13_5(Homema:ker)
Frequency
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pct Yes Total

Yes 3 3
100.00 100.00

Total 3 3
100,00 100.00

Frequency Missing = 51
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TABLE OF Q1OB 2 BY Q13 5

Effective Sample Size = 0
Frequency Missing = 54

TABLE OF Q1OC_2 BY Q13 5

Q1OC_2(Newspapers Public)
Q13 5(Homemaker)

Frequency
Percent
Row pet
Col Pet Yes
-------- «----+
Yes 9

100.00
___ _+_--------+

Total

Total

9
100.00

9 9
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing = 45

TABLE OF Q1OD_2 BY Q13 5

Q10D 2(Radio PSAs Public)
Q13_5(Homema:ker)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet Yes
_---____,.________+

Yes 5
100.00

…__-----…+------
Total

Total

5
100.00

5 5
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing = 49

TABLE OF Q10E_2 BY Q13_5

Q1i0E2(Television Public)
Q13 5(Homemaker)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pct
Col Pet Yes
------ _ +_

Total
- I------ C

Yes 7
100.00

…A__ _.-…._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _+
Total 7

100.00
Frequency Missing =

7
100.00

7
100.00
47
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For QO0F_2*Q13_5
all data are missing since all

the levels of variable Q10F 2 are missing.

TABLE OP Q1OG_2 BY Q13_5

Effective Saiple Size - 0
Frequency Missing = 54

TABLE OF Q10H_2 BY Q13_5

Q1iH_2(State level special events
Public)

Q13 5(Homemaker)

Total

Yes 2 2
1 10000 100.00

------ __+________-
Total 2 2

100.00 105,00

Frequency Missing - 52

TABLE OF QOQI_2 BY Q13_5

Q1OI_2(National theme Public)
Q13_ 5(Hmemaker)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet Yes Total

---------------__
Yes 1 l

100.00 100.00
----_____+________+

Total 1 1
100.00 10o.00

Frequency Missing - 53

TABLI OF Q10K_2 BY Q13_5

Effective Sample Size - 0
Frequency Missing = 54
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TABLE OF Q10A 2 BY Q13_6

Q10A_2(Brochures Public)
QL3_6(Research/Product

development)
Frequency
Percent
Row Pot
Col Pot Yes Total
------- +-_----+

Yea 1 1
100.00 100.00

…---…+--+------+
Total 1 1

100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing - 53

TABLE OF Q1OB_2 BY Q13_6

Q10B 2(Newsletters Public)
Q13_6(Research/Product

development)
Frequency
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet Yes Total

Yes 1 1
100.00 100.00

…-------+-----±
Total 1 1

100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing - 53

TABLE OF Q1OC 2 BY Q13_6

Effective Sample Size = 0
Frequency Missing - 54

TABLE OF Q1OD_2 BY Q13_6

Effective Sample Size = 0
Frequency Missing = 54
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TABLE OF Q1OE_2 BY Q13_6

Q10E_2(Television Public)
Q13 6(Research/Product

development)

Total

Yes 1 1
100.00 100.00

Total 1 1
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing = 53

For Q10P_2*Q13 6
all data are missing since all

the levels of variable Q10F_2 are missing.

TABLE OF Q10G_2 BY Q13_6

Effective Sample Size = 0
Frequency Missing = 54

TABLE OF Q10H_2 BY Q13_6

Effective Sample Size - 0
Frequency Missing - 54

TABLE OF Q10I_2 BY Q13 6

Effective Sample Size - 0
Frequency Missing - 54

TABLE OF Q10K_2 BY Q13 6

Effective Sample Size = 0
Frequency Missing = 54
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TABLE OF Q1OA_2 BY Q13_7

Q10A_2(Brochures Public)
Q13_7(Other)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pct
Col Pet Yes Total

__ _-----+------+

Yes 2 2
100.00 100.00

_____----____4_----+
Total 2 2

100.00 100.00

Frequency Hissing 52

TABLE OF Q10B_2 BY Q13_7

Effective Sample Size - 0
Frequency Missing - 54

TABLE OF QIOC 2 BY Qi3 7

Q1OC_2(Newspapers Public)
Q13_7(Other)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pct
Col Pet Yes ] Total

-------+-----

Yes S
100.00 100.00

__-----+- ------ _+

Total 8 S
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing = 46

TABLE OF QiOD_2 BY Q13 7

Q1OD_2(Radio PSAs Public)
Q13_7(Other)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pot
Col Pot Yes Total

Yes 4 A
100.00 100.00

--------- +--------+
Total 4 4

100.00 100,00
Frequency Missing = 50
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TABLE OF Q1OE_2 BY Q13_7

Q10E 2(Television Public}
Q13_7(Other)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet Yes Total
___------+___-----+

Yes 6 6
100.00 100.00

Total 6 6
100.00 100.0o

Frequency Missing - 48

For Q10F 2*Q13 7
all data are missing since all

the levels of variable Q10F_2 are missing.

TABLE OF Q1OG_2 BY Q13_7

Q10G 2(Educational special events
Public)

Q13_7(0ther)
Frequency
Percent
Row Pct
Col Pct Yes Total
--------- ±--------+

Yes 2VS2 2
100.00 100.00

---- +-----±

Total 2 2
100.00 100.00

Frequehny Missing - 52

TABLE OF Q10H_2 BY Q13_7

Effective Sample Size - 0
Frequency Missing - 54
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TABLE OF Q10I 2 BY Q13 7

QIOI 2(National theme Public)
Q0_37(Other)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pct
Col Pot Yea Total

---_---_ +-__---+

Yes 1 1
100.00 100.00

------ +----+
Total 1 1

100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing = 53

TABLE OF Q10K_2 BY Q13_7

Q10K_2(Career Days Public)
Q13 7(Other)

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet Yes Total
------ +-----+
Yes 1 1

100,00 IcO .Oo
----- +-----+

Total 1 1
100.00 100.00

Frequency Missing = 53
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